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Reed Attacks Watt And U.S.
Development Strategy
T f'
Nathaniel P. Reed, former U.S. Assistant Secretary of the Interior, reviewed
current environmental policy last Wednesday. photo by Henry p.
by Elizabeth M.Davis
Approximately 65 students, ad-
ministrators (including President
English), Trustees and interested
townspeople gathered in McCook
Auditorium Wednesday to hear
Nathaniel P. Reed, '55, a former
Trustee of Trinity College, speak on
Current Environment Policy.
Andrew Gold, Director of the Ur-
ban and Environmental Studies
Program gave introductory remarks,
stating that we are now "at the
crossroads" in the environmental
area. He emphasized that a govern-
ment's policies reflect its social
values and at present the Depart-
ment of the Interior "is exhibiting
"market place thinking."
Gold then introduced the even-
ing's speaker and gave some in-
sight into Reed's experience with en-
vironmental issues. Under the Nixon
and Ford administrations, Reed
served as Assistant Secretary of the
Department of the Interior. He has
held various environmentally related
SGA Tackles Bundle Of Issues
by Joseph McAleer
A pot pourri of issues were dis-
cussed at the weekly meeting of the
Student Government Association
last Tuesday night in Hamlin Hall.
Among these were the course
evaluations booklet, speed bumps,
and the Mather renovation.
As the first order of business,
Vice-President Carolyn Ginsburgh
solicited representatives to help
her with this year's course evalua-
tions booklet. She noted that the
Psychology Department would
assist the SGA in formulating "a
learned1 set of question's," Which
would then be submitted to the
faculty for their approval.
SGA President Tom Hefferon
reported that it is not possible to
construct speed bumps along
Vernon Street to slow down
speeding vehicles. Dean Winer,
Hefferon explained, stated that
Vernon Street is an ambulance
route to Hartford Hospital, and so
such bumps are not feasible.
In lieu of speed bumps, Dan
Cave made a motion that the SGA





A request by Pi Kappa Alpha to
be allowed to pledge freshmen
during the spring term highlighted
the October 27 meeting of the
Inter-Fraternity Council. •
Keith McAteer, a representative
from Pike, asked the Council to
approve the request, and he has
^so sent a letter to the Dean of
Students for final consideration.
McAteer explained that the fra-
ternitj is presently having "severe
numbers problems" in that there
are only 13 active brothers, eight of
whom are seniors. This terra, he
noted, the fraternity is pledging
five students, two of whom are
seniors. In total, he said, that after
graduation, there could cobe only
conceivably eight brothers left.
Ths,,»Council unanimously ap-
proved, allowing Pike to pledge
freshmen, and Council president
Steve Elmendorf will write a letter
to the Dean of Students endorsing
Pike's request.
The Council also discussed the
completion of the Fraternity book-
fets which outline, for freshmen
and other interested students, the
fraternity system at the College..
These booklets will be distributed
to freshmen through their post
office boxes in the near future.
Finally, the IFC looked at the
possibility of distributing a ques-
tionnaire regarding various frater-
nity issues, such as whether women
on the campus have a real desire to
see fraternities become coeduca-
tional institutions.
The Council also considered the
possibility of holding a progressive
cocktail party sometime before the
end of the semester. The idea men-
tioned was to have each house
serve one drink for a certain period
of time, with the party ending at
some common point away from
Vernon Street, such as. the
Washington Room. Consideration
of this event is presently pending in
each of the houses.
Elmendorf also reported that the
Faculty Conference Committee
still has not announced the
members of the Faculty Com-
mittee to examine the fraternity
situation on campus.
The next meeting of the IFC will
be held this evening at 10:00 pjn.
in Alumni Lounge.
speeding problem. ' Several
members disagreed during
discussion, feeling that the police
could best be used elsewhere in the
city, while others were in favor of
stakeouts with radar guns. The
motion passed, 17-6.
Since the Trinity Jazz Band will
be performing, Ginsburgh sug-
gested that "holding out the hat at
the Homecoming Dance" should
be considered to generate contri-
butions for the performers. It was
decided that she pursue this matter
further with Wayne Asmus.
Next on the agenda, Leif
Fellinger, citing his busy schedule,
asked to resign from his position as
the SGA representative on the
Energy Management Council. Ted
Hartsoe was selected to fill
Fellinger's space on the council.
Following this announcement,
continued on page 5
positions in his home state, Florida,
and the Trinity '55 graduate is still
active in the affairs of Florida as
well as serving as a trustee for several
environmental organizations.
Taking the podium, Reed began
his talk with a quote from Mark
Twain ori the irrasible weather in
Connecticut, thereby emphasizing
our integral relationship with nature.
The programs of the Department
of the Interior, the arm of the
government which manages the
land, minerals, wildlife and water of
341 million acres of public lands,
was the focus of Reed's speech. He
stated that the policies of this vital
department both reflect and affect
our society.
Although the agencies under the
auspices of the Department of the
Interior have conflicting roles i.e.
development of natural gas re-
sources and the protection of wild-
life, Reed feels it is one of the best
run departments of the federal gov-
ernment. He believes however, the
department is in less than competent
hands with the present Secretary of
the Interior, James Watt.
Reed used an Emerson quote
"the IbuaerheM"ea"6fdishonor
the faster we counted our spoons"
to illustrate the nature of Watt's,
professed conservatism and his ac-
cusations that those who oppose his
policies are extremists. Secretary
Watt's new programs are charac-
terized by a desire to spend less im-
mediately no matter what the future
consequences.
Reed went on to outline the areas
which are covered by the Depart-
ment of the Interior. With Watt's
projected 3.5 billion dollar budget
(1,5% of the defense budget) this
diverse department is supposed to
protect wildlife, lease oil and
mineral rights, manage the nation's
parks, handle Indian Affairs, and
analyze environmental infor-
mation. Reed said that these are
only some of the many respon-
sibilities of this, the only money
making department of the federal
government.
According to Reed; Watt
proposes to increase the acreage of
both on and off shore lands avail-
able for leasing, to cut off funds for
• new land acquisitions, to cut back
the monies allotted for the protec-
tion of endangered species, and to
affect other changes which would
ostensibly save the American people
many tax dollars. However, Reed,
"aft tfuifrotity ;oir environmental
issues and policies, systematically
explained how these cuts would, in
continued on page 4
Architect Chosen
A unanimous decision was made at last Wednesday's meeting of
the Mather Task Force Committee, to select the firm of Russell Gib-
son von Dohlen as the architects who will execute the final plans for
the Mather renovation project.
The committee chose the von Dohlen firm because they felt they
could work best with that firm and for their show of imagination in
their preliminary plans, According to committee member, Peter Stin-
son, "the main thing that killed DEW was the elimination of-the
Cave as a separate entity and their lack of a real esthetic eye."
The basic plans will be scrapped and the College will work closely
with the architects to produce a one phase plan costing approximate-
ly $2 million dollars. Furthermore, the plans will not eliminate the
possibility of further additions at a later date, if such additions are
desired.
Cutbacks Alter Financial Aid
by Kathleen Caruso
Changes in the Basic Educa-.
tional Opportunity Grant (BEOG)
and the Guaranteed Student Loan
(GSL) programs are responsible for
differences in Financial Aid
packages for Trinity students this
year.
A $130 reduction in the
maximum BEOG (Pell Grant)
amount per student, and the insti-
tution of a 5% origination fee that
students are required to pay on
bank loans, are what financial aid
recipients as well as colleges are
facing this year, according to Anne
M. Zartarian, Associate Director
of Financial Aid.
The maximum amount of the
BEOG was reduced from $1800 to
$1670 following a drastic reduction
in funding for the government
grant program in an attempt to
reduce the Federal budget.
Although students would be tech-
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nically eligible to receive $1800,
they would only obtain $1670
under the new conditions, Zar-
tarian explained.
While a $130 reduction in aid per
person does not seem unreason-
able, Zartarian noted that it is
usually "these kids that need the
money the most; it's no small
expense for them."
This change in the funding and
eligibility criteria for the BEOG
program posed a serious problem
for the Trinity Financial Aid
Administration. Would the college
be able to make up the difference if
the BEOG was less than the
amount that had been estimated on
the award letter' mailed to the
student early last summer? Even
that letter had stated: "Our finan-
cial aid awards are based on the
assumption that Trinity will be able
to compensate for a smaller BEOG
(Pell Grant) with an increase in
your Trinity Grant or. other grant
funds. However, if the shortfall in
continued on page 3
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Announcements
Jobs
Colpitts Travel is looking for
campus representatives for their
1981-82 college travel programs. An
opportunity for free travel to Ber-
muda, Florida and other
destinations, as well as monetary
compensation. For information and
application, contact: Rosemary
Durham at (617) 326-7800 or (617)
254-6482 after 6:00 p.m.
Rounder Records, a record com-
pany specializing in folk music, has
campus representative jobs available
to interested students or student
groups. Reps publicize recordings,
take orders and are paid on com-
missiop basis. For more infor-
mations, see notices posted in Career




Director of the Institute of
European Studies Program in
Paris, France, will be at Trinity on
Friday, 6 November 1981, to talk
with students who are interested in
study in France for a semester, an
academic year, or the summer.
Please contact the Office of
Foreign Study Advising just before
6 November to find the time and
place of the meeting with Professor
FontenilJes.
"Score Night"
Enjoy Monday night televised
football at its best and help fight
birth defects on Monday,
November 23rd and Monday,
December 7th at Art Secundo's
Hall of Fame Lounge, Jude Lane, /
Southihgton, '
Score with the March of Dimes
during this special "Score Night"
promotion. According to Secundo,
on November 23rd and December •
7th patrons watching thp Monday
night football games at the Hall of
Fame Lounge can enjoy a special
offer.
"First drink will be purchased at
regular prices. After each touch-
down patrons can buy additional
drinks for 50c each with 25c per
drink being donated to the March
of Dimes to help fight birth
defects."
In addition, Secundo noted that
a special "Make Your Own Sand-
. wich Bar" featuring a "stadium
Sandwich" will be featured. The
sandwich, will cost $2.75 with 50c
per sandwich being donated to
March of Dimes,
Patrons can watch the November
23rd Minnesota versus Atlanta or
the December 7th Pittsburg versus
Oakland games on gigantic screens.
Comfortable seating and good food
and drinks will be available while
"scoring" for the March of Dimes.
Every year more than 250,000
babies in the United States are
born with birth defects. The March
of Dimes is a coalition of medical,
educational, and fund-raising pro-'
fessionals dedicated to the abso-
lutely crucial task of insuring a
healthy start in life for every baby.
Reservations for "Score Night"
at the Hall of Fame Lounge can be
made by calling 621-6562.
Tutoring
Program
The Trinity Tutoring Program
needs students to work at least one
, hotir per week at the. MacDonough
Elementary School on Hillside
Ave. School is open from 9:00 to '
2:3J3, and students may choose the
day and time that is best for them
to work. If you are interested, or
have any questions concerning the
program, please contact Douglas




SHOP will be held Monday, Nov.
9, 7:30-9:30 p.m. in the Washington
Room, Mather Campus Center.
The class will be conducted by guest
artist, Eno Washington. Audience
is invited to participate or to watch.
Admission is free.
Midnight Movie
The hysterical Marx Brothers film
"A night at the Opera" will be
shown on Saturday, November 7, at
midnight in McCook Auditorium.
• Admission is only; 50<t for a night fijll;
: of laughs. Spon$oredjby.theSGPB;, j j
Extemship
Program
On Wednesday, November 4,
1981, at 3:00 p.m. in the Faculty
Club in Hamlin, the Career Coun-
seling Office will sponsor a program
to explain spring vacation externship
opportunities. Past externs will
briefly describe their impressions of
this non-paying, non-credit ex-
perience, The Career Counseling Of-
fice has more information on this
program.
Amnesty
Amnesty International will hold a
meeting today, Nov. 3rd at 7 PM in
;the Cpnimittee Room,, upstairs in
iMatHer HallJ ; ! ; '
Classifieds
HELP WANTED
The Makris Diner needs full or part time work, Number is 529-4652.
1795 Berlin Turnpike.
Attention: College Sludents , . .
Turn your free time into money. High commissions and valuable
work experience to be gained in sales. Make your own hours!
Call 527-3274, Mr. Sigman.
*****
Want excellent money? Can you sell an idea? If so, call 249-2406
for an interview.
*****
NEED EXTRA MONEY? Great opportunity for ambitious per-
son. For as little as 5-10 hrs. a week you can have no more financial
worries. For more information, call Pete at 524-1584 or Mike at 524-
5383. Please, serious inquiries only.
PERSONALS
Jen & Cathy — They say Wednesday's child is full of woe, Happy
Birthday from those of us who dare to disagree. Kathy & Martha.
Wo|*L£?Lecture
Dr, Eugene Davis, Professor of
History, will be giving a lecture en-
titled "Mexico since the 1910
Revolution:1 The Idea of a
Revolutionized Institution," at 8:00
P.M. on Wednesday night in the
Life Science Auditorium. Dr. Davis'
talk represents the third of five lec-
tures sponsored by the World Af-




The Medieval and Renaissance
Studies Program will sponsor a lec-
ture by Professor Ronald Pepin en-
titled "John of Salisbury: Satirist"
on Tuesday, November 10, at 4:00
p.m. in Alumni Lounge. Refresh-
ments will be served.
Club
The Newnian Club will hold a
Bible Study on Tue. Nov. 3 at 7:30
p.m. in Goodwin Lounge. Topic to
be discussed: Mark TV.
Handgun
Control
Interested in working for hand
gun control? Members of the Con-
necticut Commission For Hand
Gun Control, a state-wide lobbying
group, will be in Mather Carhpus




ConnPIRG refunds will be avail-
able this.Wednesday and Thursday,
November4 and 5, from 11:00 a.m.
until 3:00 p.m. in the downstairs
Mather Lobby. Look for notices in




professor A. E. Sepega will con-
clude his two lecture scries on "The
Apple Computer and Turtle
Geometry" on Friday, November 6,
from 12:30 to 1:15 in Halklcn 110.
This week Professor Sapega will
demonstrate Turtle Geometry in
APPLE PASCAL,
Hillside Manor
A group of Trinity students will
visit Hillside Manor, a home for
mentally retarted adults every Sun-
day. We meet at Mather at 1:45. If
you'd like to join us, meet us on
Sunday or1 contact Maunt Mtiner-
ney, 246-9407.' ' . ' • •
"Derrlda's" '
Poetics
The philosophy Department will
present a talk to be given by Richard
Rand on "Derrida's" PtxtJcs at 70
Vernon Street on November 9, 1981
at 4 p.m.
The Trinity Gay Alliance is a
group of individuals'at Trinity who
share a common sexual preference.
Being gay at Trinity is not without
its challenges and we talk about the
issues that arc relevant to students.
With little or no support from most
of those around us (including
family and "close" friends) our
weekly meetings and occasional
planned activities are an ideal time
to let the barriers down, stop
having to "pass" and be ourselves.
We are a support group for gay,
lesbian, and questioning student
Confidentiality is given; contact
the Trinity Gay Alliance, Box 1373
or Ext. 484, 485 for more in-
formation
Outing Club
The Trinity Outing Club is an
organization which offers students,
faculty an siulT the opportunity to
appreciate the beautiful outdoors
through an array of outing activities
ranging from x-country skiing and
backpacking to parachuting and
sleigh - rides. Anyone interested in
becoming a club member or partici-
pating in an activity should contact
Box H(XX) for further information.
1 " .Glamour',;,.
Magazine
Trinity students are invited to par-
ticipate in (ilamour Magazine's 1982
Top Ten College Women Com-
petition. Young women from
colleges and universities throughout
the country will compete in the
magazine's search for ten outstand-
ing students,
A panel of Glamour editors will
.select the winners on the basis of
their achievements in academic
and/or extracurricular activities on
the campus or in the community.
The 1982 winners will be featured
in Glamour's August 1982 college
issue and each will receive a $1,000
a s h prize.
Students interested in entering the
competition should contact William
L. Churchill in the Public Relations
Office, 79 Vernon Street (ext. 359)
for applications and additional in-
formation. The deadline for entries
is December IS, 1981. ..
TV Channel 24
TV Channel 24 is looking for 15
men who look between 22 and 24 to
appear in a film based on a John
Cheever short story. It will be direc-
ted by Lloyd Richards, Dean of the
Yale School of Drama. Shooting will
be Nov. 13 or 14. Pay: $25.00. If you
are interested, see Prof, Nichols
(AAC 230) to find out time and
place the casting director will be on




Students may apply for accept-
ance into the Legislative Internship
Program until 5:00 on Wednesday,
Nov., 4. Students accepted in the
program will work for a member of
the Connecticut General Assembly
for 20 hours per week during the
spring term for, which they will earn
two course credits. Grades will be
based on performance in a seminar
which will complement the practical
experience of working in the capitol
with.academic work, More infor-
mation on the program can be ob-
tained from Professor Diana Yian-
nakis, program director, or from
Mrs. Elaine Garrahy, secretary,
Faculty Research Lecture Series
PROFESSOR NANCY O. KIRKLAND
Wednesday, November 11,4-5:30 p.m., Faculty Club
The Strain in Pain is Mainly in the Brain
In the early 1970'$ scientists discovered that the brain contains opiate
receptors, receptors that bind selectively and strongly with some of the
most addictive substances known to man — opium, heroin and mor-
phine. But why should the brain be particularly responsive to these ex-
trinsic substances? A flurry of research activity revealed that the brain
has the ability to produce its own opiates, the endorphins, which nor-
mally bind with the opiate receptors. These self-produced substances
have the ability to reduce pain just as morphine does. Could it be that
traditional methods of pain relief — acupuncture, hypnotism, TENS,
placebo injections — are all mediated by these substances? Will the en-
dorphins turn out to be the "magic bullets" of the 20th century? An at-
tempt will be made to explain the role of the brain and the endorphins in
pain relief and to predict the clinical usefulness of this exciting
discovery.
Exhibit
"Haitian Art: Aspects of
Religion," an exhibit of Haitian
"primitive" paintings will open at
the Austin Arts Center on November
5 and will continue through Novem-
ber 29. These paintings are part of
the private collection of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert C. Graham of Stam-
ford, Connecticut. A reception to
commemorate the opening of this
exhibit will be held at the Art Center
on November 5 at 4:00 p.m. All are
•welcome.
ORKEY SANDMCH
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Qean Neighborhood
by Elizabeth M. Davis
If you were driving or walking
around Trinity last Sunday after-
noon you may have seen a curious
sight. Crawling amid the rocks
below Summit St. and trampling
along Zion St., Allen PI., Wash-
ington St., Fairfield Ave., Maple
Ave., and Webster St. were three
groups of students industriously
picking up litter. These people
were participating in the Earth-
week Coalition's first event — the
Community Clean-Up.
The small turnout of about
twejity people managed to collect
nearly forty bags of garbage, a
mattress, several car parts and
other large, unidentifiable items
within a span of two hours.
Despite the small number of
workers a great deal was accom-
plished, and all who participated
gathered to commemorate their
effort with a tree planting beside
Elton Hall. Lisa Donahue, a major
coordinator of the Earthweek con-
cept, said a few words of apprecia-
tion for the effort of those in-
volved, while the first pine tree was
planted. The other tree found its
home with a little less ceremony
but no less spirit.
Although the group was com-
posed primarily of students, one
Hartford resident participated in,
the event. Robert Bourque is an
area resident who has a personal
interest in Trinity. In the late 40's
Bourque was a student at Hartford
High, and his swim team used
Trinity's pool for practices. The
library was also available for the
high school students' use on
Sundays when other libraries were
closed. During this period,
Bourque frequented Trinity
campus and has continued to do so
through, the years. The energetic
gentleman saw the Community
Clean-Up notices in Mather and
decided immediately to participate
in the project. "When I saw the
notice I had a gut reaction that this
was an effort to build interaction
with the community and I wanted
to be a part of it," he stated.
Unfortunately HART (Hartford
Areas Rally Together), which was
asked to support this effort,
decided not to join in on the
project. As a result, community
interaction was minimal. However,
HART has committed itself to
working with the Earthweek
Coalition on another Community
Clean-Up in the spring.
The turnout was low but enthu-
siasm was high and the Earthweek
Coalition (comprised of many
dedicated individuals and student
groups) members were already
discussing how to better publicize
and organize the spring clean-up.
But between now and then many
other Earthweek Coalition activi-
ties will be going on campus-wide.
One such event is planned debates
and discussions after the screening
of the film, "No Nukes," on
November 5 and 6.
Anyone with other ideas for
environmentally-related events or
who simply wants to get involved
with the Coalition should contact




. This week, Trinity's non-commercial radio station, WRTC, 89.3 FM, is
sponsoring a marathon. The primary objective of this event is to subsidize a
program guide. The station has three major programming shifts — the fall
term, the spring term, and the summer — and their goal is to publish a
guide for each programming session.
According to Eric Gaydosh, marathon director and former WRTC
business manager, the station has been budgeted for $900-51,500, but a
total of $1,800-53,000 is needed to do an adequate job.
. There are three types of donations that can be pledged. For a donation of
$7.50 the donor will receive a subscription to the guide. If a person pledges
515.00 he will receive a membership to WRTC, consisting of asubscription
to the guide, a WRTC calendar, and a WRTC tee-shirt. Records will most
likely be given out for higher amounts of money pledged. It should be
stressed, however, that any amount a person wishes to pledge will be great-
fully accepted by the station.
If the station members push and do a good job, Gaydosh hopes to take
in $6,000-57,000. If this goal is reached and funds are available, further
marathon objectives include completely redecorating the station. This
would entail recarpeting the entire area and possibly adding more office
furniture.
The marathon began at noon on Sunday and will end at noon on Satur-
day, November 7. "
ALTHOUGH
THE UNITED WAY





IT AWAY. United Way
Tree planting kicks off Earth Week activities.
pholo by David Siskind
Council Promotes Conservation
On Wednesday, October 28, the
Energy Management Council met
over lunch in Hamlin Hall to dis-
cuss current issues and problems
concerning energy consumption at
Trinity. Representatives of the
Earth Week Coalition were invited
to express their opinions on pro-
moting conservation and energy
awareness on campus.
Members of the Energy Manage-
ment Council include Vice-
President Smith, Professors Edwin
Nye, Harvey Picker, and Richard
Hazelton, Cheryl Martin of the
Library, William Churchill of the
News Bureau, and Riel Crandall of
Buildings and Grounds. Student
representatives are Whitney
Palache, '8.2,, and Ted Hartsoe and
Joe McAfeer, both '83. Professor E.
Findlay Whittlesey, of the Mathe-
matics Department is chairman of
the council, which meets fre-
quently throughout the year.
Lisa Donahue, Tom Liscord, and
Kevin Morse represented the Earth
Week Coalition at the meeting.
Donahue, one of the coordinators
of the event, addressed the council
for two reasons: first, to report on
what has been planned for Earth
Week, and second,"to see if the
Council had any ideas for energy-
related events that could be incor-
porated into this year's celebration.
The most recent functions to be
sponsored by the Coalition, which
includes CbnnPIRG, AIESEC, and
the Trinity Outing Club, were the
community cleanup and tree
planting held last Sunday, Donahue
said. Various workshops on
nuclear energy, for example, are
being planned, as are the
scheduling of guest lecturers from
such companies as Northeast Util-
ities, moreover. U.S. Represen-
tative Toby Moffett is also being
approached to speak, the students
reported. The council suggested
that the Coalition contact the local
chapters of the Sierra Club and the
Friends of the Earth for more
ideas, furthermore.
Donahue also raised the possi-
bility of organizing competitions
among students enrolled in
Physics, Engineering, and even
Architecture courses. These com-
petitions woiSd involve creating
projects dealing with energy and
conservation, for example, which
would serve the purpose of in-
creasing student awareness of these
issues.
As for increasing awareness,
Hazeiton suggested that Trinity
adopt the system of posting energy
charts and diagrams that he wit-
nessed at Colby College. These
charts, could be regularly posted in
Mather, for example, and measure
current energy consumption as
compared to previous years. Such
charts could be given added ex-
posure in the Tripod as well.
Whittlesey proposed that the
RAs be utilized to monitor the
dormitories, making sure that lights
are turned off, windows are closed,
and the like. Smith noted, however,
the question of style, saying "you
can't start a vigilante system" in the
dorms. He recognized that the
major problem in promoting
energy conservation is "getting
people out and paying attention."
He suggested that the Coalition
assist in recruiting volunteers to
check on open windows and elec-
trical usage. He also raised the
possibility of asking students to
replace their old, oversize refriger-
ators with smaller, more energy-
efficient ones.
Both Crandall and Smith, more-
over, presented a variety of data
during the meeting to verify the
fact-that Trinity is saving energy
(and therefore money) through a
number of methods. The new
Energy Management System and
the replacement of the old boilers
has cut consumption of # 6 heating
oil, for example, by fifty percent.
In spite of these savings, Smith
emphasized that the College needs
help in two areas: reducing the
electrical usage in the dormitories,
and checking student carelessness
concerning energy consumption.
The meeting concluded with the
expectation that the Energy Man-
agement Council work closely with
the Earth Week Coalition and the
Tripod in the future to offset these
two recurring problems.
Parent Loans Now Available
continued from page I
the BEOG (Pell Grant) program
exceeds our current estimate, you
may be expected to make up for
part of the shortfall with increased
'self-help' (loan, term-time job, or
summer savings)."
Fortunately, the College has
managed to compensate for the
difference in BEOG funding this
year, Zartarian said, but the same
situation next year could pose a
serious problem. "Every year this
happens," she noted, "Trinity is less
able to make up the difference."
However.she is'Hat saying that the
college won't be able to make up
for BEOG reductions, but merely
describing the current situation
resulting from changes in the
maximum amount and student
eligibility of the BEOG program.
Further federal budget cuts have
resulted in the introduction of a
5% origination, fee that students
will be required to pay when ob-
taining a Guaranteed Student Loan
from their local bank or credit
union. This change, which went
into effect Aug, 23, means that the
check students will receive in the
mail will be 5% less than the
amount for which they have ap-
plied, said Zartarian.
While this would require a
student to pay an origination fee of
$125 on a typical $2500 loan, Zar-
tarian noted that the alternative
(making students pay interest while
in school) would cost students
more than this 5% fee.
Effective Oct. 1, the financial aid
office also "has to collect income
information from everyone that
submits a bank loan application,"
Zartarian explained,
A student from a family whose
income is less than $30,000 a year
can presently borrow up to $2500
or the amount the family is con-
tributing, whichever is less, she
explained. A student from a family
whose annual income is greater
than $30,000 will now have to fill
out a Financial Aid Form (FAF) to
take out a loan. That student is
eligible to borrow only the amount
which remains after family contri-
button and college financial aid for
the year have been subtracted from
the annual cost of education at
Trinity, provided this amount does
not exceed $2500.
Another source of financial aid
that has become available in
Connecticut this year (as eell as in
Massachusetts, New Jersey, New
York and Maryland) is the Parent
Loan Program, Zartarian stated.
Parents may borrow up to $3000
per year but are required to begin
repayment of the loan in 60 days
tike a regular consumer loan.
There is no income restriction for
this loan, and students should
check with their own bank at home
if they are interested in learning
more about the program. On Oct. t,
the interest rate on parent loans
increased from 9% to 14%
t • \
T h e T r i p o d ex t ends its deepes t ' c o n d o l e n c e to . R a b b i n s - Wj t l s low, J r . , w h o s e wife , M a r g o t , p i s s e d .
a w a y recent ly , W i n s l o w i s . C o o r d i r r a t o E a f F o r e i g r i ^ t ' u d y ^ A d v i s i n g f o r T r i n i t y y ... " ' : ' } . ' ' , ' •
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World News Briefs
by Dale Sindell
President Reagan won Senate approval of a major arms sale to
Saudi Arabia including five AW AC'S by a vote of 52-48. Through a
personal lobbying effort, Reagan managed to convert enough of the
opposition by assuring them of U.S. commitment to Israel and U.S.
control over the armaments until at least 1990, and by raising the
possibility that the Saudis join in a new round of Middle East peace
talks with Israel. Confident of winning the most controversial arms
sale ever, Reagan stated that it was the first time that Saudia Arabia
"has recognized Israel as a nation. And it is a beginning point for
negotiations."
European demonstrators staged massive protests early in the week,
evidence of growing opposition to U.S. deployment of nuclear
weapons there. The anti-nuclear, movement raised its voice in
response.to President Reagan's admission of the possibility of a
nuclear war limited to Europe.
Polish workers led by Solidarity struck for one hour to protest
. critical food shortages despite the presence of Polish troops. The
U.S. plans to send Poland $29 worth of emergency dairy products to
demonstrate its "humanitarian concern for the well-being" of the
Polish people.
j Greece's new Socialist Prime Minister Andreas Papandreou said
that jhis 'government would not unilaterally withdraw the country
from NATO or close American military bases, despite his pledges to
do'so during the actual campaign. Greece has been dissatisfied with
NATO's (and the U.S.'s) attitude regarding Greece's problem with
Turkey, also a NATO member, who Greece perceives as its greatest
enemy. Papandreau indicated that negotiations on the American
bases would be forthcoming.
OPEC (the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries) voted
Thursday for the price of $34 a barrel for crude oil. The new base
price in effect by Nov. 1, will raise fuel and gas prices in the U.S. by 2
or 3 cents a gallon. The new unified price represents the first time
that OPEC has oficially decided to lower prices charged by most of
its members, though Saudia Arabia increased its base price by $2.
The new price is expected to stabilize the oil market which has been
characterized this year by abundant supplies, falling prices, and in-





Philosophy, Dr. Bill Puka, has
returned this fall from a year long
sabbatical in Washington, D.C. As
the first recipient of the Mellon
Foundation Fellowship, a program
designed to allow the American
Philosophical Association to
establish a philosopher in residence
to Congress, Puka set out to
discover, and to set precedents for
the use of philosophers in gover-
ment.
Between September 1980 and
September 1981, Puka worked on
the staff of Sen. Gaylord Nelson
(D-Wisconsin) who was defeated
jast November, and Sen. Gary Hart-
fD-Colorado) both of whom he
chose "for their reputations for in-
tegrity and intelligence." With
three goals in mind, he ventured
deep into the internal machinery of
modern politics. First, having little
or no political experience, he wanted
to learn how the system worked.
Secondly, he hoped to see the
results of "trying to stand for
morality and values rather than for
political feasibility." Finally, he
wanted to support the movement
for economic democracy.
Noting that the U.S. senators are
typically overburdened, Puka
commented, "As a staff member
you become the senator You have
the chance to make policy for the
country." Puka has long been in-
terested in helping those without
political power gain it through
protesting or community
organizing. Throughout the year he
worked on projects such as ones
designed to stimulate youth en-
trepreneurship, or to allow resident
owned corporations to buy up
homes in a community and rent
them at low, uninflationary rates to
senior citizens.
"1 wanted to use conservative
economic policy to achieve
politically liberal objectives, such as
equality." Puka remarked.
Although his fellowship is con-
cluded, Puka;ii|still hi the process;
of turning his philosophy into
political policy through his "pel
project", the Enterprise Democracy
Zone Act.
The creation of enterprise zones,
typically a conservative objective,
allows for tax breaks to businesses
to attract them into devastated ur-
ban areas to improve them ami
provide jobs for the residents.
However, most proposed enterprise
zone legislation tends to create high
profits for employers and dead-end
minimum wage jobs for the poor.
Puka's solution is to give tax break*,
to businesses that incorporate em-
ployee ownership plans, or to allow
local residents in pool their assets to
start their own companies, Either
option would Mii>jHi,scdly draw
capital to pRHlin-iivc uses in the
community. In (In-, wuy, wealth can
be "distributed htuadly within the
community without government
regulation or re-distributive
taxation. Puka pl;ur. to give a lec-
ture this wintci HIS several of the
issue;. lie roiit'rontcd in
Washington.
Puka also emphasized that his
time at the Capital has drastically
altered the way in which he treats
his courses, especially Problems in
the Foundations of Public Policy
(Philosophy 330). "1 can't think of
a better thing io gu through for
leaching (hat couno," he commen-
ted.
The relationship between the
classroom and his Washington ex-
perience was mutual though, "1 once
taught u course called 'Utopia and
Community' about IKS. communes
in the 1800's. The employee owner-
ship movement is- essentially such a
uuiptan concept."
In general, Puka looks back on
the fellowship as "one of the most
wonderful cxpcuciices on every
level. It did prove that philosophy
has something m contribute to
government and politics."
Ex-Interior Secretary Blasts Watt's Policies
continued from page 1
the long range, be more expensive
for the American pu blic.
By expanding the areas available
for mineral leasing Reed said, Watt
will be allowing the oil companies
to buy rights at 1980 prices which
they will most likely not be able to
utilize until the 199O's. How would
selling mineral rights at 1980 rates
and buying back oil products at
higher 1990 rates benefit the people
of the United States, Reed asked.
And even the oil companies are not
enamoied with Watt's proposals.
Penzoil has made it known that
they want stable, long range leasing
programs. They need dependable
programs to plan their developmen-
tal goals, Reed explained, and at
present, if all the lands which Watt
wishes to make available' were
opened up, the oil companies would
not have the capital or the equip-
ment to fully develop the new areas.
Reed emphasized that this glut of
leases would decrease the com-
petion in bidding. He fails to see
how this would increase the profits
the federal government receives
from the sale of its resources.
Reed commented that not only
would Watt's proposals to increase
profits do exactly the opposite, but
his plans to cut costs would actually
increase future expenses. Watt
wishes to halt investment in new
park lands, but if the land
acquisition program, now in effect,
was continued, the Department of
the Interior would be able to realize
all of its expansion goals within
seven years. Watt, Reed observed,
would be simply delaying an expen-
diture which will certainly get
costlier in the coming years.
Reed stressed that he is not op-
posed to Watt for party reasons.
The active Floridian is himself a
Republican and general supporter
of the Reagan administration. But
he is also a firm believer in the
Interior Department's respon-
•sibility to the American people to
advantageously manage the
nation's natural resources, Reed
stated that it is not a question of
whether or not to develop resources
but how to do so, and that clear
protection policies stabilize
development and make it caster.
Another example of Watt's
ignorance of that sound philosophy
Reed noted, is his position on strip
mining. He proposes to cut, by
27%, the budget for managing strip
mining activities. The majority of
this cut-back would be in the area
of enforcement of strip mining
regulations. Reed stressed that these
regulations, which control strip
mining and call for reclamation
procedures are not only for
aesthetic purposes. This type of •
mining, he explained,' makes the
land highly susceptible to erosion
and the surrounding water system
vunerable to poisonous residue.
Overall, Reed viewed Watt's
policies as decreasing the protection
afforded our wilderness, wildlife,
mineral deposits and waterways,
while increasing the exploitation of
these vital resources. What our
country needs now, Reed stated, is
reasonable policies and he feels the
growing outcry against Watt
demonstrates the public's
realization of this fact. The Sierra
Club's recent presentation of a
petition with no less than 1,250,000
signatures calling for Watt's
resignation emphatically confirms
this nation's disgrurnlement with
the Secretary of the Interior, Reed
said.
During a question aqd answer
session, Reed provided more in-
formation on America's attempts to
preserve and to utilize its resources.
He gave some background on the
topice of Yellowstone, the world's
first national park, ami the creation
of the first ratimusS wildlife reserve
by Teddy Roo,sm-l'. This president
was also rcijiniisihlc for the
establishment ol da* Department of
the Interior.
Reed ended the lecture by em-
phasixing that Watt's budgetary
and policy prop-.isais must pass
through Congre-,-.. He noted that
the House of Representatives has
already showed IK disapproval of
his budget by *.i:rin>? it out on
Tuesday. HONWVCI, the former
Trustee also wanted of the
sometimes emuk •..uing methods
of congressmen, nn\i lie commented
that the nation h,t; v.;r u> sec what
will happen in 'lit:, vital area of
domestic policy.
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An accelerated, one-year MBA program
for approximately 50 men and women who
represent 25 nationalities and who are
committed to an international career.
IMEDE - Worldwide leader in international
management education.
Lausanne, Switzerland
An IMEDE representativf will be pleased
to provide you with rnore Information on
IMEDE's educational philosophy, program
structure and teaching methods, and
participant profile during an informal
group presentation on
Tuesday, November 17, at 10.0Dam.
Brochures and details are available
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Luncheons to Encourage
Student-Prof. Dialogues
In an effort to increase student-faculty interaction and promote in-
telligent discussion of relevant issues and problems, the SGA is going to
sponsor a number of student-faculty luncheons,
The luncheons will be held in the White Room of the Mather Dining Hall
every Wednesday at 12 noon, beginning November 11. A table will be set
aside and up to ten students can attend each luncheon.
These informal luncheons will provide an excellent opportunity to meet
with faculty members outside the classroom. Don't miss this opportunity.
Places can be reserved in advance: Contact Lou Shipley, Box 1466, Lisa
Koenig, Box 1779, or Pat Morris, Box 756.
The schedule is as follows:
Wednesday, November 11: Albert Gastmann, topic open,
Wednesday, November 18: Deborah Bergstrand and Bud Schultz,
"Should 'scientific creationism' be taught in public schools?"
Wednesday, November 25: Dori Katz, "Foreign languages, translation
and interpretation."
Wednesday, December 2: Richard Rand, topic open.
Wednesday, December 9: Clyde McKee, "Political Terrorism."
Be Aware Again?
continued from page \
much discussion ensued on the
planned renovation of Mather.
Hefferon, a member of the Mather
Task Force, suggested that the
SGA endorse one of the two archi-
tects prior to the Task Force's
meeting, held last Wednesday. The
consensus of the representatives
was negative concerning the DEW
plan, due particularly to the lack of
adequate meeting places and
lounge areas. Wendy Farhham
complained about both plans, and
asked why the College should
spend so much money for a project
"that is just half right." Lyn
Snodgrass stressed that the College
must examine other areas on
campus, such as classrooms in
Seabury and the Life Sciences
basement, to see how they can also
be used for student functions,
especially since they are presently
unused yet heated by Buildings and
Grounds.
Hefferon emphasized that the1
committee is selecting an architect
and not a plan, and that the
College will work closely with the
architect to modify the plans as
best as seems fit. Hartsoe then
made a motion that the SGA
endorse the Russell Gibson von
Dohlen plan over the DEW plan.
The motion passed, 29-0, with two
abstentions.
Ruth Watson, chairperson of the
newly-formed Outreach Com-
mittee, reported that interest is
high concerning Faculty Outreach,
while no interest was found for
Trustee Outreach. After meetings
with. Gerald Hansen and Dean
Spencer, Watson reported that the
possibility of getting Trinity
students into area high schools was
raised. The students would conduct
talks about college life, for
example. Watson also relayed that
her committee was loojking into the
creation of food banks.
In the next order of business,
Hefferon presented the Steering
Board's report on the "Clarifica-
tion of duties of legislative dele-
gates." The issues in question were
twofold: first, what will be the pro-
cedure for Steering Board hearings
for SGA members and for liaisons
and student representatives on
faculty committees; and second,
what will be required of SGA
membters in the matter of con-
stituent contract?
In the report, the Steering Board
recommended that the procedure
for hearings which was followed
last year be continued. That is to
say, if an SGA representative
missed two meetings he/ she will
be summoned to a hearing, during
which just cause must be presented
for the absences or the member
will be removed from the SGA. As
for constituent contact, the report
proposes that the SGA dorm
representatives hold open meetings
in the dorms at least once a month,
and solicit responses to the SGA
and its programs by going door-to-
door at least once a semester. In
addition, the Board recommends
that "all at-large, off campus and
class representatives must hold at
least one well-publicized open
meeting each semester to further
their knowledge of what their con-
stituency wants." A motion to
adopt the Steering Board's report
was passed unanimously, and it is
now official SGA policy. ;
Shifting the focus of the meeting
to minorities at Trinity, Hefferon
stated that two issues are raised
that need to be addressed. These
are the quantity of minorities, and
the quality of college life. He noted
that the major question is, "How
does the C ollege dp either one of
these?" It was suggested that the
SGA encourage groups to insure
the success of such events. The
SGA was also mentioned as a co-
sponsor. Overall, the meeting
emphasized the importance of
"getting people together."
As for the quality of college life,
much discussion was spent con-
cerning the status of last semester's
Awareness Day, and whether or
not it was going to reoccur this
year. "We really want to promote
an awareness throughout the year,"
Girisburgh stated. Members sug-
gested scheduling lectures during
the year to promote awareness, for
example. As for Awareness Day
itself, the. SGA hoped that its
novelty would not wear off, and
that students would not treat it as a
"one-day Open Period." A motion
was unanimously passed stating
that the SGA supports scheduling
Awareness Day again this spring,
just like last semester.
Representing the Class Commit-
tees, Wendy Farnham reported
that Vice-President Smith supports
a stronger class structure because
recent graduates of the College are
not keeping in touch with .each
other. A system of class officers
may promote a greater sense of
Unity and cohesion. Farnham
stated- that more class events
should be held for students during
Homecoming that advertise class
spirit.
Jim Grenin of the Food Service
Evaluation Committee stated that
Janice Burr was asking for infor-
mation on how students feel about
Saga, since the food' service con-
tract is presently out for bidding
jamong four companies, including
Saga. Grenin and the committee
decided to schedule an open
meeting last Thursday in the Cave
to soBcit student response on this
matter.
Finally, Hefferon told his
organization that Professor
McNulty, head of the Faculty Con-
ference, "cannot imagine" that
there will be no student represen-
tation on the fraternity committee
that is to be formed. In addition,
the SGA decided that its members
should respect the rights of others
when smoking during the meetings.
The next meeting of the SGA
will be held tonight at 10 p.m. in
Hamiin Hall. As usual, all inter-
ested students are invited to attend.
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Editorial
It's Time To Conserve
at
Last week the Energy Management Council met with
representatives of the Earthweek Coalition to discuss
matters of interest to both organizations. The conversa-
tion focused upon energy conservation and the environ-
ment, two issues of vital importance in today's world. In
retrospect, the efforts Of each of these groups deserve
mention,;.
The small group of students who make up the Earth-
week Coalition should be applauded for their efforts in
planning a schedule of events designed to increase
awareness on campus. The Coalition commenced its
yearlastSunday with a community cleanup and tree plan-
ting,: and has planned lectures and workshops on a varie-
ty of topics until.A*pr'l> when the tenth anniversary of
Earth Day will be celebrated. We urge everyone to take
advantage of the great opportunities for knowledge pro-
vided by the coalition.
The Energy Management Council is also concerned
with promoting awareness. In its case, the issues are
energy consumption and conservation, which its
members monitor year-round. As the weather turns col-
der, all members of the College community need to be
reminded of their fundamental responsibility to conserve
precious and expensive energy. Keep windows shut, turn
off lights, take shorter showers, decrease your electrical
consumption. The administration has taken measures in
the past, such as the installation of the new computer and
the new boilers, that have demonstrated its concern to
save energy, and ultimately dollars. Now it is time that
the rest of the College follows suit.
The Energy Management Council has decided to work
closely with the Earthweek Coalition and the Tripod in
the future to promote energy conservation on campus.
The council has our full support and we will do everything
in our power to encourage yet another aspect of the
awareness spirit that came into full bloom last semester.
(dm
"Trinity seems like the energy-
wasting world in microcosm"
by Dr. E. F. Whitllesey
A committee of staff, faculty and
students studies the energy conser-
vation probler ut Trinity. Many
colleges and u .ersities across the
land have sucl. committees to make
recommendations to their ad-
ministration on how energy, and
thereby dollars, may be saved in
running the plant.
There are two parts to the pro-
blem: how can we improve the plant
and equipment, and how can we in-
dividually and collectively assist the
administration in (he effort to cut
costs and consumption?
At Trinity, some relatively simple
technical problems have beeti solved,
a few inexpensively, other ai'
considerable cost. A computer
monitors our energy use, although
better monitoring and metering arc
Groark Clarifies Her Thoughts
To The Editor:
1 would like to thank the Trinity
Tripod and David R, Lindquist for
the nice article about me and my
campaign in the October 20th edi-
tion. There are, however, a couple
of ambiguities in the article that 1
should like to clarify lest some
reader misunderstand the thrust of
my thoughts.
The first ambiguity I would like
to discuss is that I would encourage,
indeed work hard for, an extension
to the tax differential as it now
operates. Residential property
owners in the city could not with-
stand the tremendous tax increases
which would fall on them as a result
of lifting the differential. Further
property values would become
depressed putting a further burden
on the homeowner as his house
would probably be nearly un-
salable. I do believe, though, that
there must be a continued effort by
the city to increase the tax base by
encouraging development which is
both commercial and residential. In
that way the city will offset the costs
of the services which it is obliged to
deliver. It will also spread further
the burden of paying for those ser-
vices because there will be more to
pay for them.
A second ambiguity in the article
arises in the paragraph dealing with
budget cuts affecting the city's own
budget. It has been suggested that
this year so far about $4 million will
have to be cut out of the city
budget, and on a budget that is
about one quarter of a billion
dollars, we should be able to cut 14
million. But the city will have a
'hard time absorbing large numbers
of cuts to offset federal cutbacks as
it does not have adequate financial
resources to make up for the dif-
ference. Perhaps one way to meet
this crisis will be to ask for state
help in acquiring some of the
money which will come to the state
for use at its discretion. Perhaps the
cities in this state can convince state
legislators of the dire need of the
cities for assistance to meet the
financial burdens thrust upon them.
Many of the city's problems are
absolutely insolvable by the city
alone. They are either regional pro-
blems or they are national problems
and require solutions far more
wide-reaching than the city alone
can manager. To that end the city's
elected officials must work to form
coalitions and to seek solutions at
the appropriate forum. To be sure,
there arc things that the city can do,
but it cannot do everything.
One factural correction to the arti-
cle before I close: I believe that the
city's education budget is $63






The Burnt Pumpkin Pie
To the Editor:
Have you ever viewed a burnt
pumpkin pie? If not kindly take
notice of our newly-acquired
Trinity telephone book. Upon
careful inspection one can see the
same old tacky depiction of our
beloved chapel. Does it not appear
to be photographed in the after-
math of a nuclear explosion? Could
this be the long-awaited reference
book we needed seven weeks ago?
Perhaps this item has lost its
utility at this stage in the game. Af-
ter already having severed the
communication barriers between
you and your closest colleagues,
why do you need this wasted paper?
After investigating these circum-
stances, we, the Association for the
• Improvement of Trinity College
Telephone Books, attribute the tar-
dy dispensation to our industrious
administration. Although we realize
that on the administration's list of
priorities the telephone book ranks
low, we believe that its compilation










We would like to thank the many Trin students who collected for
UNICEF this year. We would also greatly appreciate it if those who
have not already done so would leave their UNICEF boxes at the front
desk af Mather.
Thank you,
Trinity Hunger Relief Organization
Trinity Christian Fellowship
needed. New boilers have been in-
stalled. Some insulation has been
put in.
Other problems remain, some
from the days when fuel was cheap,
and some from the administration
and technical blunders of just
yesterday, and today, while the
energy problem has been in full
view. In McCook, for example, the
heating-cooling system is extremely
wasteful and inadequate. I he air in
the classrooms and offices h
changed completely every few
minutes by powerful electric
motors. As many students and
faculty arc aware, the building is
often too hot; and, as most are not
aware, the building is noi insulated.
Yet we do not have a million dollars
to spend trying so fix McCookt and
that estimate is probably'much wo
low. The situation is NO had, that no
hall-way measure of improvement
looks sensible to some of us; yet
McCook is relatively new and small,
Solar panels were put on the
President's house at the time of its
construction. They were improperly
sited, improperly angled, improper-
ly constructed, and no one sprints
out to brush off the snow after a
blizzard.
There's tots, lots more; want to
discuss energy problems of the just
enlarged library, or of the athletes'
palace?
Trinity seems like the energy-
wasting work) in microcosm: living
high and determined to go on doing
sit at all costs, monetary and
human, as long as the cost is to
someone else, Sacrificing the
Cadillac for a Mercedes, or giving
up some less pretentious Detroit
Dragon for a Mitsubishi Motor is
justified on personal financial
grounds* alone,
We seek just a slight change of
direction now. Consider that the
lights in one classroom, in McCook
say, uwr more than a kilowatt of
electricity; consider chat vandalism
requires energy, hence money, for
repair •— lots of money; consider
that a '.turner tunning for 5 (10?)
minutes uses an incredible amount
of energy in the hot water used
(several kilowatt hours). And so on,
and on. We work or study here,
ultimately, by our own choice, and
we are optimistic that we shall come
to our senses before it's too late,
whether that Ciood Gulf, or Exxon
& Co., with or without the politi-
cians, in their infinite wisdom, help.
Abortion Is Not
To the Editor;
As a recent alumnus, I have read
with interest and concern of late,
the ongoing debate in the Tripod
between pro and anti-abortionists.
In order to interject a significant,
though apparently overlooked-con-
sideration into the debate, I feel
compelled to write.
In following the debate, I have
received the curious, yet distinct
impression from some, that abor-
tion is the least traumatic means of
dealing with the inconvenience of
an undesired pregnancy, 1 b«g to
differ with this short-sighted at-
titude. Unwanted pregnancy is a
problem — an enormous problem.
Those who would contend that
some ways of coping with it are less
painful, emotionally, physically, or
psychologically, than others, are
seriously deluding themselves. I
would earnestly question, for in-
stance, whether carrying a pregnan-
cy to term and then either accepting
an unwanted child or giving it up Tor
adoption, under any circumstances
is in fact more trying than un-
dergoing an abortion and being
haunted-by it for the rest of one's
days. Both cases involve a different,
though equally-dcasuting c r o i s >
Abortion is by no means the easy
«scape that it i* sometimes made to
seem.
Unwanted pregnancy is a
An Easy Escape
which invariably involves severe
consequences. No response can
lessen the severity of these con-
sequences. In the end, the effects
of promiscuity (and this is not to
pass judgment on promiscuity, but
merely to state fact; for what per-
centage of abortions are actually
performed in caws of rape, of for
medical reasons? I suspect only a
negligible number.) leave those in-
volved with two choice's of equal
gravity, shame, ugliness, and lasting
emotional and psychological effect:
to abort, or to bear an unwanted
child. With regard to the former, I
« k the Trinity community to be
aware of she fact (hat no degree of
social acceptance, medic*! advan-
ment, or judicial approval will ev*r
lessen (he enduring and extreme
emotional aftereffects of w a b o r "
lion. l*i us not deceive ourselves;
there is no simple escape from an
unwanted pregnant'). 1 leave,
therefore, with this thought: If. m
fact, all reMxmiics are equally pain-
ful and devastating, perhaps the
only proper and legitimate manner
in which a decision involving an
unwanted pregnancy may "e
reached n ihrough reflection ana
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Dangerous Thoughts:
by Bertha Antsbng -
Til be filling in for Guriiacci
today and occasionally in the
future in an effort to uphold
responsible political discourse
against his reactionary attacks. In
this column I offers Responsible
Liberal's Dictionary so that we
Responsible Liberals are sure we
know just what the rest of us are
saying:
Arms Race. The process
whereby the Soviet Union reacts to
American arms build-ups by pre-
paring to defend itself by building
its own arms stockpile. (Does not
apply other way around, however.)
Bigotry. (SEE Hate, Racism.)
Capitalism. The philosophy of
greed, in which "capitalists" take
from other people (the workers,
the common man, the little guy) to
build up their own wealth. Very
bad for an economy.
Change. The process which
destroys order (and just about
everything else) and provides for
the possibility of Reform (SEE).
There is little cost in change
because the world is so awful that it
can't get much worse anyway — so
we should always change.as much
as possible.
Communist. A word of oppro-
brium used by conservatives to
slander progressive types from the
Soviet Union to George McGovern
(SEE McCarthyism).
Democracy. A political system in
which the little man is helped by
the progressive elite, which
upholds his equality. Examples
When a court orders busing for a
city, that's Democracy In Action.
But when Ronald Reagan wins an
election, that's undemocratic.




Equality. Where the down-
trodden are not oppressed by
others, and the state makes sure
that no one (besides bureaucrats,
who must run the show) is better
off than the lowest common
denominator.
Fascist. Anything to the right of
Lowell Weicker, Charles Percy, or
"Mac" Mathias. Examples: The
Moral Majority, The U.S.
Chamber of Commerce, The
Republican Party.
Freedom. The ability to consume
A Progressive's Primer
goods and services as much as
anyone else.
Hate. 1. The vicious feelings of
small-minded reactionaries
towards all that is good and pro-
gressive. 2. The only reasonable
response to small-minded reaction-
aries and to the West (SEE) in
general.
Imperialism. The West's (partic-
ularly America's) hegemony over
poor Third World nations who
cannot help themselves. Does not
apply to Soviet aid to regimes in
Afghanistan and Eastern Europe,
where the Soviets were invited in.
Intolerance. The inability of
illegitimate political forces (The
Moral , Majority, The U.S.
Chamber of Commerce, The
Republican Party, etc.) to
acknowledge the superiority of
progressive ideas.
Leader. The head of state of pro-
gressive countries (like China, the
Soviet Union, Romania, Vietnam,
Cuba). Not to be confused with
Dictator (SEE).
McCarthyism. The identifying of
anyone or anything as "com-
munist" or "UnAmerican," or "dis-
loyal." (Whenever such a charge is
made it is always false, never true
Militarism. The right-wing policy
of enhancing our collection of
machines of death. Applies also to
right-wing regimes who buy
weapons from our country. 'Never
applies to progressive regimes (Kke
the Soviet Union, Vietnam, Cuba).
Nationalism. A wicked philoso-'
phy in the West, where it upholds
limited Western values, militarism,
and hatred. In non-Western nations
it is a legitimate means of pro-
testing Imperialism (SEE).
Progress. 1. That which harks
back to the fifty-year-old New Deal
rather than the policies in place
before fifty years ago. 2. Just about
any new idea'. (Does not. apply to
Supply Side Economics, Kemp-
Roth, or Free Enterprise Zones.)
Progressivism.The philosophy of
reasoned thought in which the state
is rightfully rocognized as the only
instrument available to help the
underprivileged, who are unable to
do anything for themselves.
Racism. When whites oppose
anything that helps blacks (never
vice vena). Lynchings and separate
bathrooms for whites and blacks
are racist, as is all opposition to
g and affirmative action.
» j:«. What every man would
realh. like to uo to any woman.





Revolution. Reform or Change,
through violence. Preferable to
peaceful means, generally, since it
destroys more and thus provides
for more opportunity for change.
Violence. 1. Legitimate means of
downtrodden people to introduce
reforms (SEE Revolution).
Examples: Riots, demonstrations,
muggings. 2, Cutting off someone's
food stamps. 3. Man's underlying
method of dealing with women
(SEE Rape).
Welfare. The process by which
society gives to the poor the right-
ful property, preciously taken from
them.
West, The. The least progressive
area of the world, in which Capi-
talism (SEE) reigns and where,
therefore, the people are the most
oppressetl.
Western, A term of opprobrium,
signifying oppression of people.
Wing It
With The Tripod For An Issue/
Come on, try us. We need writers for all sections of
Trinity's #1 newspaper. No experience necessary. You are
under no obligation to write every week, either.
So give it the old college tryl
Meetings tonight and every Tuesday night
at 7:15 in the Tripod World Headquarters
in Jackson Hall Basement. See you there. Red Baronl
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Have Butt's Baby, But Not His Phone Number
College Press Service
Burt Reynolds may want you to
have his baby, as the ads for his new
movie suggest, but he does not want
you to have his telephone credit
card number.
College students, according to
various Bell System officials and
campus observers, finally seem to
have picked up the message.
"I've talked to a number of
people," who have,tried to make
calls using the actor's credit card
number, reports Mike Hicsch, an
editor at the student;'paper ai
Canisius CoJUege in New York.
""Biit 'they seem to be laying off
now'-'They're scared of what may
happen to them."
Security specialist B. Foster of
Pacific Bell across the country also
notes "the calls have definitely
tapered off."
• But not before an apparently-
sizable number of college students
around the country spent much of
September using one of two credit
card numbers allegedly belonging to
Reynolds, Calls went to places as
distant as Europe and, in at least
one case, Saudi Arabia, creating a
bill some estimate may be in the
millions, and raising the corporate
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Reynolds, rumor had it, disclosed
the credit numbers either on The
Tonight Show or in an adver-
tisement in the New York Times.
Reynolds supposedly did it because
of an ongoing feud he allegedly had
with Ma Bell.
Reynolds, the Times, Johnny
Carson and AT&T all say it's not
true.
The word-of-mouth phone
phenomenon is just the latest resur-
facing of a time-honored hoax prac-
ticed with audacious regularity Over
the past fifteen years. .
''The whole business is an ancient
scam and phony," says Roger
Johnston, a spokesman for Illinois
Bell in Chicago. The company re-
cently traced the abused credit
numbers not to Reynolds but the
unlikely jurisdiction of the Wabash
Telephone Cooperative, an obscure
phone service in Louisville, 111.,
which apparently knew nothing
about the nationwide collegiate
deception.
"It's the old Hollywood star
hoax," Bell's Johnston says.
"Someone starts circulating rumors
that some big-name celebrity has
either appeared on a talk show or
run an ad in the paper telling his
fans to use his phone credit card.
I'd call it calculated folk legend."
Johnston cites other celebrity
phone victims since the late 1960s,
including Robert Red ford, Steve
McQueen, Paul Newman, Henry
Fonda, Mcrv Griffin — and indeed,
Burt Reynolds again, back in 1973.
"It seems you need a new genera-
tion of people to believe this story
all over again," he dryly observes.
"Needless to say, (Reynolds)
isn't happy about it at all," Belt
officials commented.
"It's been a real problem for
u s , " frets Southwestern Bell
security manager Rob Wimmer,
"We're doing our best to make it
clear to the offenders that this is
definitely a punishable offense,"
Johnston claims in many cases
Bell can track down the source of
an illegal call, and if not, "we sim-
ply ehurge the amount of the call to
the party who received it."
1 'The calls have definitely tapered
off," says Pacific Bell's Foster,
"Some college papers have helped
us by noting the potential penalties
involved." |
• 7& 7UB And so dot's country " " '
/ in 'S^1 ' '
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Commentary
Rudeness, Garbage, Calvins and What's On Your Mind?
by Susan T. Granger
What's on your mind?
"We think that the people that
sing in the South Campus area after
hours (12 o'clock) should take into
consideration the people who are
trying to sleep. They come back
from the Pub very late at night, and
they go by our dorms singing,
barking, and yelling — these people
are very rambunctious, and very
rude."
"We love the cute little squirrels,
and we feel that they should be fed
and treated like a part of the Trinity
Community."
"I want to know why they issue
all this work before Open Period,
then they give us all this ' '
work during Open Period. Also, we
are going to get a lot of hard work
after Open Period. Open Period
isn't a time to catch up, but a time
to do work that you normally
wouldn't have done. That's what's
on my mind."
"I think that the Tripod reporter
is one of the most beautiful and ex-
citing persons on this campus, and
if I don't see this comment in the
Tripod, I will personally write a
Letter to the Editor."
"What's on my mind is that this
is the first time I've ever lived with a
dog, and it's fascinating. His intelli-
gence is less or at least different
from a human's intelligence.
"It hit me that if we didn't have
other forms of life who don't have
the gift of intelligence that we do,
we would not be aware of what we
have. Their lack of intelligence
makes us aware of what we have.
Therefore, they give us what we
have.
"All too often, the will to love
our world and grow as individuals is
translated into the will to control
our world and 'master' the environ-
ment. These two wills are the same
gifts, one used, one abused."
"The Tripod reporter is the most
lovely, and exciting woman on this
campus. Also, the Earth, Wind and
Fire concert is what's on my mind.''
" I wish that my Squash game was
better. I have an agreement with my
wife that everytime I lose a game I
have to eat a piece of my squash
racket, l am constantly losing, and
it's costing me a fortune because
these squash rackets cost a lost of
money. That's what's on my
mind."
"My husband is who (not what) is
on my mind."
'" "The people on my hall should
"put their garbage in plastic bags
before dumping their garbage in the
big garbage can in the hall. The
food they throw into the garbage
stinks up the hallway, and the smell
is very pungent."
"I can't wait to get on stage with
President Ronald Reagan . . . I
would definitely out-play him
because I know that I am a better
ACTOR."
"It 's about time students take off
their Burberies and hang up their
Izods, and started being them-
selves. There is more to life than
finding out what come between you
and your Calvins. Have we not
become a society that stereotypes
individuals by what they wear?
Now that we've been at Trinity for
two months, isn't it about time that
we started appreciating each other
for our pesonal characteristics
rather than bur personal ward-
robes?1!-' '• -:
"I feelUhsecure at this institution
because the majority of the student
population is constantly worrying
about social status whereby
everyone is self-cbh|ciou$lanct no
one is willing to open' up com-
pletely. At this time of year it is dif-
ficult for all psychotics because
people are so self-centered more
than they are outwardly motivated.
However, I hope that before the
year is over people would start
mellowing-out . . . so all you
psychotic individuals should not
worry because things will get better
eventually."
It's a construction wheelbarrow that this faculty member now uses for en-
vironmental rearranging thai serves tomatoes, hollies, asparagus, compost
piles, old brick walls and stone walls. Who is he?
Last week's cutie pie was none other than our charming Dean of Students,
David Winer.
College Press Service
" I KNOWYOITRE ALIBEI&UMY SON, BUT LET WE JSSUREYOUTHW
For Delicious Pmza and
Hot Owen Grinders
Call when you
leave — it will
be ready upon
your arrival.
Come in and Eat in our









































The TRIPOD is published by the students of Trinity College, and
is written and edited entirely by the student staff. All materiafs are
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Society" was the topic of a slide
talk given on Thursday, October 29
by Dr, Robert Grant Irving of West
Hartford, a specialist in British
colonial architectural history. The
talk, was presented in connection
with an exhibition, Jamaica from
the British Conquest to Eman-
cipation (1655-1838), on display in
the Audubon Room of the Watkin-
son Library. Dr. Irving illustrated
the talk with slides of Jamaica along
with slides of paintings and prints
of the island and brightly colored
caricatures of Jamaican life.
To start things off, Irving
\ V-ii \>»*» 'JAMAIC
* V
One of several prints displaying Jamaican life, during its formative years, depicts a grand ball and the unique styles
in costume and in architecture. Phni0 by David siskind
discussed how Jamaica's climate in-
fluenced the architecture.
Hurricanes and heat were a
problem in Jamaica and the ar-
chitecture was adapted to protect
the people against them. The cut-
wind and the tri-part roof were used
to reduce the force of hurricanes,
Irving said. The cutwind is a projec-
tion from the house that faces the
hurricane and slows the force of it.
The tri-part roof is a roof that is
actually three small roofs and is not
as easily blown off as conventional
roofs. Buildings were well-louvered
to protect against the sun and also
provide ventilation.
The mosquito that spread
malaria and yellow fev.cr was
another threat in Jamaica, Irving
continued. Because so many
people, particularly soldiers, died
from these diseases, Newcastle was
built in 1841. Soldiers spent the hot
weather months at Newcastle,
which was on a hill away from the
swamps and mosquitoes. This
prevented many deaths from
malaria and yellow fever, he noted.
Because of the large sugar in-
dustry on Jamaica, Irving stated
that some of the best examples
of architecture come from the sugar
plantations. Montpelicr Estate,
built in 1739, has many of the
buildings typical of a sugar plan-
tation. These include the overseer's
house, the boiling house, the trash
house, the slave hospital, and the
slave cottages. Other plantations
discussed in the talk were the Good
Hope Plantation, and the Roaring
River Estate.
Rose Hall is one of the finest
plantation residences in Jamaica,
Irving noted. This is because the
owner, John Rose Palmer, lived on
the plantation while most owners
lived in England. On several plan-
tations the hospital was the most
beautiful building, he stated. The
hospital was among the most im-
portant buildings on the plantation
because the slaves were valuable
and had to be protected from
serious illness.
Irving then talked about some of
the architecture in Spanish Town,
the original capital of Jamaica, A
memorial to Lord Rodney, who
saved Jamaica from the French in
1781, is located in the town center.
Other interesting buildings
discussed were the House of
Assembly (1760), the King's House
(1759-62) and the Cathedral (1714).
Clearly, this talk explored the
history of Jamaica and its architec-
ture in the 17th, 18th, and 19th cen-




The Queen's Collection, the greatest private treasure of royal art in
the world, came to Trinity last week from Buckingham Palace, Pro-
fessor George B. Cooper of Trinity's History Department introduced
Jeffrey DeBlakc, Surveyor of the Royal "Works of Art, who presented,
in a delightful English accent, a lecture and a slideshow in Goodwin
Theatre, DeBlake is currently touring the United States and was spon-
sored at Trinity by the Friends of Art.
The Royal Works of Art collection consists of paintings, drawings,
furniture, and other pieces from the decorative arts. It coveTS the reigns
of three English kings; Charles II, George III, and George IV, each of
whom used the arts for different purposes.
Charles II attempted to show the grandeur of his reign through his use
of decorative arts. His reign followed that of the extravagant French
king, Louis XIV, and in Charles' restoration of Windsor Castle, there
was a strong French influence reflected in the magnificence of its fur-
nishings. DeBlake stated that "Charles II rivaled Louis XIV with the
splendor of his castle." Unfortunately, very little of Charles Il's collec-
tion survives, as much of it was distributed to relatives at the time of his
death, or was simply lost.
George III, in contrast, was more concerned with practicality than
with grandeur. His dynasty was well established and he collected the
kinds of art that reflected that stability. Thus, explained DeBlake,
"when he bought Buckingham Palace in 1762, he made it first and
foremost a home, practical and tastefully decorated," with the bulk of
his collection consisting of clocks and books.
George IV shared neither the political conservatism nor the taste in
decorative arts of his father. His purpose was to revive the grandeur of
an England that had survived the era of the French Revolution and had
emerged as the greatest power on earth. Thus, he profited fr,om the ef-
fects of the dissolution of the French monarchy, in that he was able to
buy many pieces from the Royal Palace of Versailles for his collection.
The lecture on the whole was interesting and well presented, although
a great deal of it was devoted to the French arts and surprisingly little tp
the English arts.
The only negative aspect o?the program was that Trinity College was
unable to provide a stage which did not have the distraction of a produc-
tion setting as a backdrop.
Announcements
"Bus Stop"
Don't forget to catch the Theatre
Arts' production of "Bus Stop."
There will be three performances
held Thursday through Saturday
nights, November S-7, at 8:00 pjn.
with a final matinee on Sundaj,
November 8 at 2:00 p.m. Reserv&i
tions may be made by calling 5 2 ^
8062. Tickets may b,e purchased at
the Arts C enter box office during
the day.
Haitian Art
A private collection of Haitian
art, never before publicly exhibited,
will be on display in Trinity's
Austin Arts Center November 5
through November 29. The exhibit,
entitled "Haitian Art: Aspects of
Religion," will open November 5,
with a reception at 4:00 p.m. in the
Austin Arts Center. The public is
invited to attend.
The exhibit has been assembled
from the private collection of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Graham, art col-
lectors from Stamford, Connec-
ticut. It consists of approximately
35 oil paintings, the work of weff-
known Haitian artists, many of
whom are contemporary,
Try-Outs
Try-outs for the Jesters' Winter
Rep. will be held on Tues., Nov. 3,
from 3-5 and 6-9 p.m., and on
Wed., Nov. 4, from 3-5:30 p.m. Sign
up for a slot in the Green Room,
AAC. Three works will be per-
formed: "Action," by Sam
Shepard; "The Baby Elephant," by
Bertolt Brecht; and an original
work, by Jeff Matson.
Dance Hartford
Dance Hartford is a unique event
for people of all ares to come
together to dance, share, create,
improvise and express themselves
freely, either alone, with a partner,
or in a group. Dance Hartford
provides the participant with an
atmosphere in which to explore
dancing to various music forms —
jazz, classical, European folk
songs, African, Rhythm & Blues,
bluegrass, soft and hard rock and
new wave.
Dance Hartford wiU be held at
Trinity College, Washington Room
from 8:00 p.m. to 12:00 midnight,
on Friday, Nov. 6. Admission is
$3.00 and do wear loose-roll-
around-the-floor clothes. For more
information, contact the Institute.
African Poetry
The Department of Modern
Languages and the Program in
Intercultural Studies cordially
invite you to attend a public lecture
to be given by Professor Dennis
Brutus of Aroherst College, in the
Faculty Club at 4:00 p.m. on
November 9. His lecture is entitled,
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Day: Friday Place: .Career Counseling
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Time: 1.4 p.m. For information:
Ms. Shirley Bryant
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Erasing Notes of Nazism
by Alison Llmpitlaw
Professor Gerald Moshell
created a bridge between music
and politics on Thursday evening,
Oct. 29 in a presentaion sponsored
by the World Affairs Lecture
Series. Entitled "Music Meets
Politics: Richard Strauss vs. The
Nazis," the lecture reflected
iMoshell's extensive research on
this subject. Awarded a Faculty
.Grant, Trinity's Assistant Professor
of Music traveled to Germany last .
-summer to discover the true rela-
tionship between Strauss, and the
Nazi Party.
One of the great composers of
the twentieth century, Richard
Strauss is often accused by con-
temporary historians of having
collaborated with the Nazi regime.
This association was formed at the
conclusion of World War II. -At this
time, Strauss and his music were
discredited, because his compo-
sitions found favor with the Wsizi
Party, and were often claimed to
represent the political policies and
principles of the Fascist
organization.
Poetic Path Begins
Poet Jane Cooper will give a
reading from her works at 8:15
p.m. on Thursday, November 5, in
Room 320 of the Austin Arts Cen-
ter at Trinity College. A reception
will follow in the Blake Room of
the Arts Center. The event is free
and open to the public.
Cooper's two books of poems are
"The Weather of Six Mornings,"
which won the 1968 Lamont Award
of the Academy of American Poets,
and Maps & Windows (1974),
both published by Macmillan. Last
year her long poem, "Threads:
Rosa Luxemburg from Prison,"
was published by Flamingo press as
a chapbook to benefit the White
House Lawn Eleven, an anti-
nuclear group from the War
Registers League. "Threads" is
now available in Voices of
Women (Midmarch Associates).
She has read her work in diverse
locations around the country: the
Library of Congress, the
Guggenheim Museum and 92nd
Street YM-YWCA in New York, at
the San Francisco Poetry Center,
the International Poetry Forum in
Pittsburgh, and at many colleges
and .universities. She has been
awarded fellowships and grants
from the Guggenheim Foundation,
the Ingram Merrill Foundation, and
Creative Artists Public Service
Program of New York State. In
1978 she. was co-winner of the
Shelley Award of the Poetry Society
of America.
She is currently working on a new
book of poems, to be titled A
Mission with the Night.
Moshell's major goal in this
lecture was to clarify the nature of
the Strauss-Nazi alliance, stressing
the falsity of the supposed political
connection. As he pointed out,
Strauss never expressed any in-
terest in politics and never pro-
fessed to be pro-Nazi. Strauss was
completely and solely interested in
his music and his own ad-
vancement. Moshell contended
that although he created several
pieces during the age of the Third
Reich, the composer's cooperation
stemmed from his consuming
desire to have his works per-
formed, and from his fear for the
safety of his Jewish daughter-in-
law. The association proved to be
formed through intimidation,
rather than through political
agreement, Moshell stated.
The lecture was both informative
and entertaining. Moshell aimed
the level of his lecture to the non-
musical listener. He explained
various musical terms, which might
not have been readily understood,
and played excerpts from different
musical works in order to aid in
forming the historical framework.
of the topic, Moshell was able to
keep a balance between the major
points of his topic and" the less
important ones, incorporating
interesting facts and ideas which
were not widely known. He kept
the tone light, and was able to get
his points across without fatiquing
the audience. His lecture was well-
received and enjoyed by everyone
present.
WED., NOV 4: COLLEGE NITE
The Beatles by "MYSTERY TOUR"
V2 price admission &
V2 price drinks with College l.D.
$3.00 Pitchers All Nite
THURS., NOV. 5: "HOMETOWN ROCKERS"
Rhode Island's Hottest Rock & Roll Band
Prof. Moshell discusses musicianship vs. political propaganda.
Mother and Movie
Maltreat
FRI. & SAT., NOV. 6 & 7:
The Dead Come Alive
MAX CREEK
by Francie Norris
Frank Yablan's film, "Momrme
Dearest," is the account of the
extravagant and violently neurotic
life of Joan Crawford as seen
through the eyes of her daughter
Cristina (now age>42). The actual
validity of Cristina's literary por-
trayal of Crawford, as an abusive
parent, is dubious, and is actually
refuted by other siblings of the
Crawford clan. Despite the histor-
ical ambiguity, the movie itself
evolves as a very believable epic
due: to Faye Dunaway's flawless
performance.
Dunaway's portrayal of Joan
Crawford is frighteningly realistic.
Seeing Crawford behind the scenes
as a child-beating, neurotic, per-
fectionist instead of a loving, char-
itable, mother suggests the illusions
which Hollywood often creates.
Dunaway effectively portrays
Crawford's promiscuous side as
well as her unstable side. These
qualities caused her to inflict the
anger of a painful, troubled life on
Cristina. Dunaway becomes Craw-
ford not only through her per-
formance but also through a strik-
, ingly accurate resemblance to
Crawford, especially in older age.
The hair styles, ruby lips, thick
eyebrows and elegant mannerisms
typify. Crawford's, image baclc in
Hollywood's "Golden Age" of the
1930's and 40'$.
The set designs are tremendously
accurate in re-creating Crawford's
extravagance. Unfortunately,
Frank Perry's and Frank Yablan's
script lacks imagination. The
movie loses its quality. The writers
rely heavily on Dunaway's deliver-
ance of the script, and not on its
content. The script's weakness
surfaces through newcomers Mara
Hobel and Diana Scarwind, who
play the role.of Cristina, at dif-
ferent periods in her life.They are
not nearly as gifted as Dunaway
and therefore, cannot compensate
for a lame script.
The movie has potential for
being unpleasant since it concerns
Crawford's abusiveness, yet the
few scenes of violence are taste-
fully done and not overly dis-
tressing. Despite its various flaws,
"Mommie Dearest" is a film worth
seeing; maybe not so much for the
story, but certainly ' for Faye
Dunaway's fabulous performance.
50<p Drafts & 75<p Bar Drinks
Every Nite til 9:30p.m.
Every Sunday in November
BEER BUST
$3.00 Cover: Free Draft 7-10 p.m.
247-8898
American Cancer Society
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Connecticut Congressional Districts Reapportioned
by David R. Lindquist
Ota Wednesday, October 28, the
nine-member Reappointment
Commission created to redraw
Connecticut's six U.S. Con-
gressional districts adopted the
final version that will govern the
state's Congressional elections for
the next ten years; In a contest
between two plans;-one generated
by the four Republican members
and the other devised by the four
Democratic members, neutral
member James Greenfield, an
attorney: from Madison, cast the
deciding vote for the latter.
The principal conflict between
plans concerned a shuffling of
towns between the sixth district,
currently represented by Toby
Moffett of Farmington, and the
first district, left vacant since the
death of William Cotter in Sep-
tember.
The Republicans would have had
Berlin shifted from the first to the
sixth district; the heavily Demo-
cratic towns of Windsor Locks and
East Granby were to be moved in
its place. This would favor a bid for
Congress by Republican State
Senator Nancy Johnson of New
Britain, familiar with voters in
towns like Berlin.
The Democratic plan called for
leaving the towns in their present
locations. The plan would favor
State Senator Cornelius QLeary, a
Democrat from Windsor Locks
livho has been prevented from
running for Moffett's seat under
the Republican proposal (Moffett
is planning to run for the U.S.
§enate).
The Reappointment Com-
mission was created by law in
August after a General Assembly
committee failed to agree on
district boundaries. According to
the law, four Republicans and four
Democrats would be selected by
party leaders and those eight
members would elect a ninth
member upon whom they could all
agree. The ninth member holds the
tie-breaking vots- and is therefore
selected for his or her neutrality in
political matters.
Gardner Speaks at Last of
Trinity Breakfast Discussions
by Paul Newman
"The two-party system has '
obviously tailed." At least that is
the conclusion independent can-
didate for Hartlord City Council,
Sid Gardner, drew here in a
discussion on Oct. 15. Gardner
spoke in the last of a series of
political, breakfast roundtable dis-'
cussions held by Professor Clyde
McK.ee and his classes.
Gardner is an incumbent on the
Council but this is the first election
he will be running as a candidate
from the Independent Party. He
had some very unique thoughts to
share on his relatively new party
affiliation and on the issues facing
Hartford in the future.
Sid has come a long way from
the beaches of California and the
Tremont St. neighborhood in
Hartford, where he and his family
currently reside, to establish him-
self as a viable candidate for City
Council. His knowledge on urban
affairs is excellent, having obtained
a Master's degree on the subject
from Princeton U. and experience
from several area civic boards and
services. These credentials and his
unique approach to th& political
game have earned him two terms
on Hartford's Council already.
But why has Gardner decided to
change his approach and attack
_ from;;the Independent side? "The
issues facing Hartford are too
important to play the same old
political, games," he says. VI feel I
• am much more free to accomplish
what I want to on the issues. Poli-
ticians generally treat the voters in
one of two ways; like children,
when complicated ideas are talked
about in simple ways, or like adults,
when complicated issues are dis-
cussed with equaljy complicated,
Other boundary changes help the
re-election bids of two incumbent
Congressmen. Republican Stewart
McKinney of the fourth district is
helped by the addition of New
Canaan and part of Trumbull. Both
contain heavy Republican voting
populations. Democrat William
Ratchford of the fifth district is also
helped because of the loss of
Republican voters. Ratchford
narrowly won re-election in 1980.
His opponent, Republican Edward
Donahue of Shelton came to within
1889 votes of winning the seat.
The first district, which has been
represented by Democrats since
Thanks to you It works
. . . for all of us
United Vtfey
of the Capital Area
1959 will favor them again next
November. The district loses a
fairly Republican town, Bolton,
and picks up the fairly Democratic
towns of East Hampton, Portland,
and East Windsor. A special
election is to be held January 12 to
fill Cotter's seat. If a Republican
wins, he or she will then have
tougher territory to contend with at
the end of the year.
In the remaining third district,
R e p r e s e n t a t i v e L a w r e n c e
DcNardis of Hum den will be
favored by the addition of the
remaining half of Republican
Clinton on the shoreline.
One advantage of the new plan is
that it cuts only one town in half,
that of Trumbull between the
fourth and the fifth districts.
All things considered, the dis-
tricting plan will favor three
Democrats — those from the first,
second, and fifth districts, and two
Republicans — those from the
third and fourth districts, leaving
the sixth district open to either
party next November. This plan
does more than shape political
boundaries. It will certainly shape
the politics of Connecticut for
many years to come.
Notes On Hartford
new solutions. The two parties
simply recycle the same old issues,
with the same old solutions, to the
same old people all of the time,"
Gardner has definitely chosen ;i
new approach and he sees this
trend occuring everywhere, "Third
parties are cropping up all over the
country. In Chicago alone, for
instance, five men are running for
seats as aldermen from the In-
dependent Party."
What are the issues and what
does Gardner stand for in the
election? "Hartford's four main
problems lie in public safety,
housing, education, and taxing.
None of these issues were really
stressed in the recent Hartford
Democratic Mayoral Primary," he
says. "Hartford needs more police
with encouraged neighborhood
involvement and criminal justice to
deter crime and increase public
safety. It also needs tax change,
and an end to developer deferrals '
which don't help neighborhoods
with full education funding in
return for measurable educational
improvement."
In final comments, Gardner,
being himself a Trinity graduate
and part-time professor, reflected
on the role of Trinity College in the
city. Trinity and Hartford actually
complement each other, "With its
diverse student body, Trinity ha's'-i
drawn more national attention to;
Hartford, as a beautiful city.
However, when incoming students
come to Trinity, they get every-
thing a beautiful, Southern New
England capital city has to offer."
His exceptional approach and the
fine way he expresses his thoughts
make Sid Gardner almost a sure





The Greater Hartford Coalition
for a Nuclear Arms Freeze held a
quiet demonstration in Hartford at
Main and Pearl Streets, on
Monday, October 26. The rally is
one of many events organized
throughout the state this past week
to mark International Disarma-
ment Week, as designated by the
United Nations.
The Reagan administration'?;
attitude toward nuclear war is
considered to be responsible for
(he increased interest throughout
the state in pacifist concerns. The
Coalition's coordinator, Roz Spier,
mentioned specifically Reagan's
statement that nuclear weapons
might be used in an arms confron-
tation, us generating interest in
anti-nuicear and anti-war activities.
Stones Concert Ticket
Hoax Angers Fans
A ticket hoax perpetuated by the
Rolling Stories' ticket promoters,
Cross Country Concerts, has
angered fans and local radio
stations.
The hoax involved informing
prospective ticket purchasers for
the two .Stones concerts to be held
at the Hartford Civic Center, that
tickets could be purchased only
through mail-order.
Despite the misinformation,
thousands of fans lined up outside
the Civic Center last Wednesday,
disregarding the announcements
that tickets would not be sold
there. Within three hours.






The Signature, considered to be
Hartford's most elegant restaurant,
closed this past Sunday because of
financial-difficulties. Located on
the third floor of the Civic Center,
the restaurant has been in business
for only six years.
Negotiations to buy the
restaurant are currently being,
undertaken by the owner of
Carbone's, a popular Italian
restaurant on Franklin Avenue, in
the South Knd of Hartford.
Several sources reported that
Carbone intends extensive reno-
vation for the restaurant, and plans
to reopen it this coming January.




Discover Rice University's Jesse H. Jones Graduate School of
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Mike Merin prepared to pass the ball to another player, but Ed Kaplan, in front, was ready with his hand up
anyway, as Trinity beat UConn 10-5. photo by David siskind
• Mr. Boston
Schnapps and Hops
The dynamic duo. A shot of Mr. Boston Peppermint
Schnapps and the perfect sidekick—an icy cold mug of your
favorite beer.
An exciting combination that's winning over tastebuds
everywhere. I.;.-I;
Sure, there are lots of Peppermint Schnapps. But only
Mr, Boston's natural Peppermint Schnapps comes from a
collection of eleven natural tastes from around the1 world.
So why take a shot in the dark?
Mr.Bostorfs
Natural Peppermint Taste
Mr. Boston Peppermint Schnapps, 54, 60 and 100 proof.
Produced by Mr. Boston DistiUer, Boston, MA, Owensboro, KY, Albany, GA. © 1980
by Mike Merin
The Ducks racked up a 2-1-1
record for the week, beating UConn
and Iona, tying UR1, and dropping
a close one to UMass.
On Wednesday the Ducks played
the Huskies of UConn in front of a
standing room only crowd at
Trinity. The game's most valuable
player, Ed Kaplan, roared off the
wall to throttle the first goal of a 10-
5 victory. "Fast" Eddie worked in a
second goal and was later to find
his mark once again in the third
quarter.
John Peabody, Dave Pike and
Mike Merin provided Kaplan with
much support, scoring two goals
apiece. Mike Burke of UConn gave
the Ducks some trouble scoring
three of the Huskies' five goals.
Overall however, the defending
New England . champions from
UConn looked weak against the
unity'and teamwork so evident in
the Ducks' offense. As a team, the
Ducks turned the tide and were
primed and ready for the UMass
tournament this past weekend.
Insiders at UMass confidently
predicted a total abdication by
Trinity to the forces from Iona,
URI and their host, the Animals of
UMass. Iona had beaten the Ducks
in their little pond and URI had
recently shot down the two winged
creatures, 17-6. However, with a
new spirit among the Quackers, a
strong will to play tor each other,
and the help of alumnus Rob "the
Gi" CaJgi, the Ducks denied their
reputation as an underdog.
Resting on their previous laurels,
Iona was befuddled when they met
the much improved Ducks. At half
time Trinity led 8-4. LaMachine,
Kyle Parrow, pumped through the
first of his tournament goals on a
man up situation as the pinpoint
passing of Co-captain Dave Pike
and the constantly laid-back John
Peabody pulled the goalie out of
position. Next, a quick pass to
Parrow on the far side of the pool
was followed by a "machine-like"
goal. Dave Pike, a formidable
threat to even the" toughest of
opponents, let loose with several
blasts, and added two more goals.
As Kaplan's acting ability
secured a four meter shot for the
Ducks, Merin was given the chance
to redeem an earlier em-
barrassment. Nervously awaiting
the signal to shoot, he stared at the
goalie trying to decide where to
score. The whistle blew and Merin
scored. Ed Kaplan, John Peabody
and Tim Raftis ("on a powerplay")
added a goal apiece to the 8-6
victory.
Returning to Trinity for the
night,, the Ducks celebrated their
Halloween win. On Saturday they
played well in an 8-4 loss to UMass,
Kyle ; Parrow continued his goal
scoring tradition and pummelled
the first goat of the game on a man
up play. In a closely fought first
half the Ducks held their own and
ended on the underside of a 4-3
score. With an awesome display of-
"moistness," the goal-hungry Ed
Kaplan turned his defender and
scored on a left-handed flip shot.
The speed demon. Chip Lake, win-
ning three of four swtmoffs, also
blew by his floundering opponent
and scored the Ducks' third goal.
Unfortunately, UMass pulled it
together in the third quarter and
clamped down on the Ducks. In a
quarter that saw UMass score three
unanswered goals the Animals
battered their way ahead, pro-
ceeding to sideline "Spike" Pike
with a punch to the nose. Bleeding
profusely, the captain searched as
the Ducks protested the brutality
to the referee. Captain Mike Merin
was repeatedly kicked, and though
he responded with several blows of
his own, was seen walking a bit,bow
legged on Sunday morning. Intimi-
dation seems to have been the key
to the game, but the foolish Ducks
tried to rely on the rulebook and a
blind referee.
Having learned their lesson they
moved in against the Rowdies of
URI in the struggle for third place.
Using the zoo Mass technique, the
Ducks clawed their way back from
a 6-3 deficit to shut out the
Rowdies in the third quarter and tie
the game at 8-8 in the final period.
Targetting a Venezuelian import
for their initimidatkm, the Ducks
pressured him to commit foolish
errors. ,
Finally in the third quarter Merin
gave him a tight bearhug with one
arm in his stomach, he blew up,
smacked goalie Lincoln Collins in
the face with the ball, and swore at
the rather spineless referees, all of
whom charmed him with an
ejection from the game. Chip Lake
and John Peabody turned the tide
and scored in the third quarter.
The defense closed out the-
Rowdies and ended the quarter 6-5.
The outcome of the fourth
quarter showed the resuils ot prac-
ticing together. The tough
swimming that the Ducks had been
doing paid off. Kyle Parrow scored
on a fast break, a seemingly im-
possible task with the Ducks down
by two men. Parrow later recalled,
"I didn't know what to do. I saw
Dave and Ed sitting on the side and
thought they were just resting, but
we only had four other players in
the pool!" The "Rowdies fought
'back to .put.in'two of their own,
increasing their lead to 8-6.
The next Duck goal kept the
momentum going as Scott Bowden,
a Hermes among men, combined
with Ed Kaplan to score bringing
the Ducks within one. In another
strong show of teamwork Merin
and Pike tied the game. As he was
fouled from behind and pulled
under water from the side Merin
heard Pike cry "UP!" Pike had
driven right down the middle and
towering above two men received
the pass and rocketed it through,
tying the game at eight goals
apiece.
With forty seconds to go, the
Ducks had another man up
situation. Unfortuttately the
pressure was a bit too much and
their laid-back teammate learned
an invaluable lesson as he at-
tempted to play the game on his
back;
; The UMass tournament was'the
season highlight and a thriller for
all those involved. The Ducks are
strongly united, especially since un
old nemesis and Waterpolo nerd
Rob Calgi has returned to his alma
mater to coach the team.
Under his tutelage the Ducks art?
psyched and ready to win at the
New England Championships to be
held at Harvard this weekend. URI
and Williams are also top con-
tenders for the trophy, but the
momentum is with the Ducks. They
can almost taste the sweet nectar of
victory on their beaks.
Be there. Aloha.





The men's soccer team recorded
its best week of the season with a
win against highly touted Coast
CJjiard and a tie against Clark, to
leave the team's record at 2-6-2.
Coach Robie Shults was extremely
pleased with how the team played
and felt that they showed a lot of
character in both games.
The Bantams broke Coast
Guard's seven game win streak by
playing very good soccer Tuesday.
Offensively, Barney Korning was
noted by Shults for his play all day.
Time and again, Korning beat his
fullback and the result was many
good scoring opportunities.
It was Korning who got the only
goal of the day which was set up by
some aggressive play by captain
Peter Miller. Miller was pressuring
Coast Guard's sweeper as he at-
tempted to clear the ball. Using his
body, Miller blocked the clear and
then pushed the ball to Korning,
who faked the goalie out of
position. The result was an open
net and a 1-0 score.
As important to the victory as
the front line play, was the play of
Mike Hurwitz, It was his responsi-
bility to cover Coast Guard's high
scoring freshman Bature; his
shadowing was so effective that all
Bature could manage all afternoon
were a few weak shots.
This loss left Coast Guard at 9-3,
and might have been enough to
keep them from getting a berth in
the NCAA tournament, Shults was
impressed by the fact that his team
/iriaflypuJled together id overcome
Coast Guard; they "beat someone
who was very good," he said.
Last Saturday, Clark, which had
been beatened by Coast Guard 1-0,
was the opponent. The play was
not quite as good as against Coast
Guard; Shults said that the team
was 'not at "an emotional peak.'.'
The result was a 0-0 tie that could
have been a Trinity victory.
The Bantams were outshot 42 to
22. The problem, Shults said, was
that "Clark worked us in the
middle of the field." As a result of
being outplayed there, the front
line's chances were limited.
Korning had three great chances to
score, especially one right before
the half; the shot hit the cross bar
and bounded away.
The defense, however, was
super. Jeff Pilgim, the sweeper,
took a physical beating but played
in Shults' opinion, "great." The
other defensive key was the goalie,
John Simons. Simons, in recording
his seqond shutout of the week,
stopped twenty shots and played
one of the best games of his career.
One save was particularly im-
pressive, a strong point blank
smash that he was able to knock
away.
Only two games remain for the
Bantams this season, Amherst and
Wesleyan, both which will be
Saturday contests. Shults would
obviously like to win both games
but he would be "happy with a
split." He's confident that this can
be achieved, considering the team
has posted a 2-1-2 record during the
past five games.
Trinity Hosts New England
Hockey Tourney
continued from page 16
all together. Strong goal tending by
junior Connie Newton was a big
factor in many of our close wins,
backed by a tough defense led by
freshmen Cathy Klein and Ann
Maire Mallt." She continued, "Sue
Cas&zza was a strong leader on the
attack and had countless oppor-
tunities for breakaway goals, aided,
dodge. Tremendous improvement
in everyone's performance was
everyone's performance' was
evident at the end of the last game,
Suzy Schwartz and Mel Foy typified
the excellent play that was con-
stantly exhibited in the JV games.
Freshman left link Chandler Luke
was'named MVP as a result of her
remarkable consistency through
game play."
Both Varsity and Junior Varsity
coaches agreed that teams cannot
go through any season without their
individual problems', "and we had
our share, but at the close of this
season we realized that our team is
capable of being winners on and off
the field." ' , ' . . '
*****
Editor's note: Last night
sophomore Amy Waugh was
distinguished as the 1981 most
valuable player. Freshman Chan-
dler Luke was also named most
valuable player for the JV team.
Suzy Schwartz, a sophomore, was
named Most Improved. Annie
Collins and Ruth Flaherty were
elected co-captains for next year.
Harriers Record 3 Victories
continued from page 16
sportsmanship. Brooks and Smith
and Coach Ralph Walde had chal-
lenging jobs training the team and
keeping their spirits high in times of
despair which seemed to he rather
frequent this past season. The final
record of 8 wins and 8,tosses does
not do justice to the quality team of
this year.
Looking into the future, the top
seven runners will compete in the
Divison HI championships on Nov.
14. The Harriers are hoping to run
and place well. Also, next season
should be an improvement. With a
very young team, five of the t;op &x
runners.will bereturryrigalpngwith
many other deteriRHiett.Sftarrier$
prepared to take oveijb'ntf p( the top
spots. , " ' *°!.';(> '
The women's squad ended their
season last Saturday with a record
of 6 wins and 9 losses. With no of-
ficial coach and a very short history
behind them, the squad finished ex-
tremely well. The season ends with
high hopes for next season when
sophomores Patricia Adams and
Elizabeth Amiren and freshmen
Anne Malabre, Sue Pasieka, Bar-
bara Siebel and Erica Thurman
return prepared to have a winning
season.
The squad will be losing senior
Rose Bailey Johnston and junior
exchange students Michele DeMars
and Barrie Davidson. All in all, af-
ter all of Use injuries that the squad
was abW.to; Survive,, tha women
' had a better than fair season;
IN THE ARENA
Up and Coming:
Nov. 4 Filmed highlights of Trin-Coast Guard game with Don Miller 12:00, Alumni Lounge.
Nov. 7 Varsity Football Amherst 1:30 away
Men's Soccer Amherst 10:30 away
Nov. 7-8 . . . Water Polo New Englands Harvard
Nov. 8 . . . .Annual St. Anthony Hall Road Race Benefit. Awards given. Contact John Arbolino, Box
1734 for entry form.
Nov. 9 J.V. Football Amherst 2:30 HOME '-
Reminder: Try outs for Men's Squash Team began Nov. 2 at 4:00 p.m. in squash courts.
Sign ups now being conducted for P.E. Ski Class — Contact Kirk Cameron of the P.E.












vs. Coast Guard 20-9 5-1
vs. Wilbraham 17-6 . . 2-1-1
Tunxis 29-57 8-8(final)
vs. Clark 29-60
vs. Babson 2 9 - 8 4
vs. Western New England . . . . 1-1 10-2-2 (final)
vs. Skidmore .1-0
vs. Middlebury . . ; 2-0
vs. Mount Holyoke 2-3 9-2 (final)
,vs. Tufts (NIACTourn.) 1-2




vs, CoastGuard 1-0 2-6-2
vs. Clark. . . . 0-0
Junior Gridders Reveal Life at #2
continued from page IS
Kevin plays defensive end. So
does Rusty Williams and John
Lemonick. That presents Kevin
with a problem because both are
juniors. Kevin knows that this
means he may not start until he^s'a
senior. Nevertheless, Kevin ffifce"
Dan, still gets a lot out of football1.
"I'm proud to be part of a grc/vip
that strives for excellence and1 it
helps me." It teaches me that ̂ 6u
can't quit. You have to work
hard."
Kevin strikes one as having a lot
of stability. A steady group of
friends certainly contribute to this
stability, but if Kevin give a
measure of credit to football who
are we to argue.
Greg Hassen fielded the punt at
about his own forty. He headed
right, but no blocking developed.
As he neared the sideline he was
brought down from behind right in-
to a huge puddle. Those in the
stands laughed, his teammates
laughed and when Greg got up he
laughed.
Greg's high school team in
Newington, Connecticut won the
state championship his senior year.
That spring Greg broke his leg and
tore up ligaments playing baseball.
The leg did not recover in time to
allow Greg to play last year so that
made him a rookie this year as far
as college football is concerned.
Greg is now-happy to be able to
play.
"I enjoy it a lot and that's what I
want to get out of it. I'd like to
start, but I just want to have fun.
That's what I'm here for. It's an
outlet for me. Last year I didn't
have the outlet of going out and hit-
ting somebody. I just couldn't vent
my frustrations on everything. I
didn't do well in school."
Greg sums up the way-most of the
players look at the J.V. games when
he says, ''Mondays are just a chan-'
ce.' foe you to tee off on somebody
else. You can't really hit anybody
throughout the week. Without the
J.V. games it would be a long
season."
***
Mike Criscione came into this
season with high hopes. Peter Mar-
tin was a senior and Mike and Jeff
McLucas were the other two quar-
terbacks. Mike felt that he "could
be second string quarterback. I
worked hard but now I'm third."
In this case being third is not the
same as Danny and Kevin's being
third. Joe Shield and Jeff McLucas
stand ahead of Mike and since Joe
is a freshman Mike has no
reasonable hope of starting at
Trinity. Despite this Mike holds
hope for the future.
" I think I'll get my chance to
play. I think I'll have my moment.
You don't know what could hap-
pen. They could need me in a cer-
tain situation or something."
Mike also shares with his room-
mates a true enjoyment of football.
" I still enjoy being part of the
team. I think the program is really
good here. The competition is really
good for someone to strive for ex-
cellence. I think athletics provide
enough competition whether you
are first, second or third string. You
find some satisfaction if you try
hard. You can't ask much more
from yourself. It's good to be there
with the guys. It's great to be
there."
Peace Corps and VISTA Volunteers
Recruiter will concucu ii.u t
• seniors & grad stuaencs '..num., .,cv. 5
in the Career Planning Office.
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J.V. Football: More Than Just a Game
by Stephen Gellman
This article used to be about the
J.V. Football team. However after
delving into this topic I found that
it is more than a story of J.V.foot-
ball. It is a story of football as a
whole, frustration, and people
doing something they enjoy.
The J.V. football team is made
up of many elements. For some
freshmen who will play exclusively
varsity in the following year it is a
valuable experience. For others
however, those who will probably
never play varsity or may play only
their senior year, the Monday foot-
ball games are a chance to do some-
thing they really enjoy.
Why do these latter players bust
their tails week after week, and give
up Friday night frolicking when
they know that they will most likely
riot play during Saturday's games?
In an interview with roommates
Dan Palazzolo, Kevin O'Connor,
Greg Hasson, and Mike Criscione,
these four were able to shed some
light on this puzzling question.
On Monday, October 26, the
Trinity J. V. beat Wilbraham High
School 17-6 on Jesse Field. It rained
a little but only the twenty or so
spectators there were uncomfort-
able. With Trinity down 6-0 and less
than two minutes remaining in the
third guarter, Wilbraham lined up
in punt formation. Dan Palazzolo
burst around the Wilbraham left
end and hit the punter who was
trying to run for the first down. "The
ball popped loose and rolled back
into the end zone where it was
recovered for a Trinity touchdown.
Dan went to St. Bernards High
School in Norwich, CT. In his
senior year, St. Benards won the
state championship with Dan star-
ting at linebacker and slotback. In
April, however, Dan was not admit-
ted to Trinity. Rather than go some-
where else, he elected to spend a
year at Trinity Pawling in New
York as a post graduate student. The
next spring Dan was at last accepted
by Trinity.
Within the first week in the
Trinity football program Dan could
tell he "was in a program based on
the idea that when you're a fresh-
man you're this, when you're a
sophomore you're this or whatever,
and some get to play earlier than
others, but you're part of a team."
After a full year of J.V., Dan has
made the Varsity traveling squad
based on his outstanding work on
the kickoff and kickoff return
teams. Monday still is J.V. day for
Dan which he views ''as a chance
for me to play and improve;"
Looking into the future Dan
realizes that next season he will
most likely be second string. In the
long run he "would like to start as
soon as possible," but realizes that
"right now I probably won't start
till my senior year." '
Given this realization it is in-
teresting to know why Dan con-
tinues to play despite lack of
Playing time on Saturday.
"Football is important to me
because I've played football all my
life. It's a good thing. For me not to
play would be something strange. I
know after my last game its going to
be strange to go watch a football
game and know I'm not going to be
able to play."
"Trinity means a lot of different
things to different people but with-
out football for me it would be dif-
ferent. The key thing is just being
on a team. Being part of something.
Being able to help something, and
photo by J.E. Hardy
Gridders Grate Coast Guard
The J.V. Defense attacks Wilbraham on the way to a 17-6 victory. From L to R: #33 Doug Fauth, #62 Dave Mech, #50 Steve Duggan, and
#49 Kevin O'Connor.
doing something I really want to
do."
A friend of Dan's not on the
football team said "Dan has a lot of
guts." At 5' 7" it has been Dan^s
"guts" on the special teams that
have enabled him to make the
traveling squad. It was also "guts"
that kept Dan from giving up after
being rejected the first time he ap-
plied to Trinity.
Kevin O'Connor stands amid his
teammates as they wait for the
second half to begin. Trinity trails
6-0 and out of the blue Kevin
screams "we're not going to lose to
a bunch of preppies. "After Trinity
has rallied to take the lead Kevin
tells his teammates that "this win is
something no one will ever be able
to take away from you." Finally as
the clock runs down under ten
seconds Kevin turns to the stands
where his girlfriend is watching and
promises her a touchdown.
After starting on a Division
Championship team in Greenwich
Connecticut Kevin came to Trinity
believing "that I would play special
teams. I figured that any decent
high school football player could
come in and contribute and play
special teams righraway."
However Kevin quickly
discovered "that there were three
people ahead-of me that were upper
classman at my. position and they,
were good players too. I found out
they didn't need me to contribute as
a player in the varsity games."
Now in his second year of J.V.
,play Kevin has become a leader of
the team. Kevin takes. this role
seriously. He has thought about
how this craziness effects the team.
' 'You can't have the same level of
intensity (as a varsity game). It can't
be that same kind of psyche but
there can be something there. It can
be something enjoyable so I like to
get loud. I like to scream, and I like
to say stupid things. It gives you
some adreniline. We were a lot
more into it than Wilbraham.
Maybe we were saying .crazy stuff
but we were playing crazy too. I
think that intimidates people.
continued on page 14
by Robert Faik
The Bantam football team took
one more step forward Saturday in
its quest for a second New England
Championship in a row. Trinity kept
pace with Middlebury College, also
5-1, with an important 20-9 win
over the homestanding Coast
Guard Academy. After an opening
upset at the hands of Tufts, the
surging Bants have now 'posted
three road victories and two home
decisions. With only two weeks left
• in the season, two more victories
are crucial for Trinity if Don
Miller's club is to repeat as top dog
in Division III.
The Trinity win was aided by two
big plays early in the game. In the
opening minutes of the game,
sophomore Tom Clemmenson
showed why he is among the top
return'men in the country when the
Trinity wingback ran back a Bear
punt for a touchdown and an early
7-0 lead. Clemmenson'sl big gainer
established a new school record,
eclipsing George Brickley's 65 yard
return which had stood for the last
66 years. After fielding the punt on
his own 16, Clemmenson cut back
left to the center of the field, behind
fine blocking, and raced past Coast
Guard's Mike Giglio en route to an
84 yard, return and the first Bantam
score. ... : •
Trinity then increased their lead
to 14-0 late in the; opening stanza
when the BantaiqqQpn$ea stunned
the Bears on a third and 26
situation. Freshman quarterback
Joe Shield momentarily silenced the
host crowd of 2,005 when he
hooked up with senior split end Bob
Reading on a picture perfect pass.
Despite double coverage on the
talented Reading, Shield caught last
year's Player of the Year in^full
stride for the 45 yard score. *"
Coast Guard refused to die
quickly as the Bears finally got on
the board with Chris Hall's 36 yard
field goal in the second period.
The first Bear points of the day
preceeded a big play by Bear defen-
sive end Doug Henke. With Trinity
driving for a score late in the half,
Henke, who was credited with 20
tackles including two sacks, caused
Trinity's Mike Elia to cough up the
ball on the Coast Guard five yard
line. The fust of a pair that Trinity
lost on the day breathed new life in-
to the Bears as both teams headed
into the locker room at halftime
Riding the crest of the fumble
recovery. Coast Guard needed just
21 seconds of the second half to
create a whole new ballgame. After
Coast Guard returned the second
half kickoff to their own 36, half-
back Jim Rendon scampered 64
yards on the next play to cut the
Trinity lead to 1479; the kick was
missed by Hall as the Bants retained
a five point lead,
Coast Guard stopped Trinity on
the following Bantam possession
when a Shield pass was swiped at
the Bear four yard line, but poor
field position led to Coast Guard's
eventual downfall. When Trinity
trapped the Bears deep in their own
zone after the interception, a bad
snap to freshman punter Craig
Meyer forced the Bear kicker to run
with the ball. Meyer was brought
down short of the first down at his
own nine yard line.
Taking advantage of the Coast
Guard error, Trinity scored two
plays later when Shield connected
with Clemmenson for a six yard
score. Clemmenson's seventh
touchdown of the season proved to
be the final points of the day, as the
Trinity defense held the Bears the
rest of the game. For Trinity,
linebacker Bill Schaufler and mid-









defensive charge with JJ tackles
each.
Trinity dominated the final
period, refusing to allow any hopes
of a Bear comeback. The visitors
ate up the last 6:36 of the game with
a long time consuming march. The
drive began on the Bantam 25 and
ended when Coast Guard's pride
stopped Trinity on the four.
Fullback Bill Holden paced the
Bantam ground attack with 74 yards
on 21 carries, moving the senior
into third place on the all-time
Trinity Rushing list. Holden's 1,889
yards surpassed the 1,837 recorded
by Mickey Kobrosky in 1937. With
two games remaining, Holden ap-
pears to have an excellent chance of
becoming on the third runner in
Trinity history to amass 2,000 yards
in a career.
This Saturday, Trinity continues
its quest for the New. England
crown when the Lord Jeffs of
Amherst College host the Bants.
Amherst, seeking revenge of last
year's Trinity win, is going through
an up and down season.' Last
Saturday, Tufts humiliated Amherst
34-16. The Lord Jeffs are led by
backs Dave Grenier and Pete
Hughes who each tallied scores
against Tufts. Amherst also appears
to have a solid kicking' game
evidenced by a 45 yard field goal by
kicker Bob McDavitt.
In other games of importance,
Middlebury won its fifth straight
with a 55-0 pasting of Hamilton, a
one point loser to Trinity. Bates
topped Colby 10-6, while Wesleyan,
Trinity's homecoming day op-
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Nine Field Hockey Women Chosen as All-Stars
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  Louis  Kerr
At the close of the Northeast
Field Hockey Tournament, and the
season, Trinity women find them-
selves with'a 10-2-2 record.
The North Easterns were held at
Trinity last weekend and included
25 teams from all over New
England. Each team played three
other teams regardless of wins or
losses. The Lady Bants came up
against Western New England on
Saturday morning and tied 1-1.
Skidmore College'was the after-
noon competition, but this time
Trinity came out on top with a 1-10
win. Sunday morning was then a
big win over Middlebury, 2-0, and
"finished off a beautiful season"
according to Coach Robin Shep-
pardi
Unfortunately the Northeast
Tournament is only interested in
individual players instead of an en-
tire team. Selectors evaluate all in-
dividuals on various skills and
general knowledge of the game, and
then on Sunday afternoon they dis-
appeared and chose their six all
College teams made up of different
participants.
Trinity pulled through with nine
out of sixteen players who were
selected to go on in the all College
tournament in two weeks at Smith.
Freshmen Laura Higgs and Susie
Cutler made .the division A#l team
-selections; freshman Kat Castle,
sophomore Amy Waugh and senior
Parsons Witbeck made the division
#2 squad; and sophomores Laney
Lynch, Judy Peterson, junior Annie
Collins, and senior Lisa Nolen
made the division A #3 selec-
tions. Although there were seven
players who were not chosen to play
on the New England squad, senior
captain Sherry Benzel felt "the
whole team played like All-Stars
this weekend," and the victories
show that they did.
The Junior Varsity also ended
their season this week and left their
record at a respectable 4-2-1.
Sophomore Sue Casazza believed,
"we had a really good season and a
lot of fun thanks to our coach
Robin junior." JV coach Robin
Jennings (junior) briefed her team's
season; "midway through the fall
we lost a very close game against
Amherst, 3-2; if there had been one
more minute on the clock we could
have tied that game. We handily
beat Conn. College, Mt. Holyoke,
Wesleyan and Smith with 27 goals
continued on page 14
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Two Bantam Field Hotkey players rush for coniroi of the ball at the Bantam hosted New England Tourney while
the opposition stands near. pholo by R t o M»riton
Soccer Women Lose in Double-Overtime at M A C
byJaneMelvin
In their last regular season game,
the Trinity women's soccer team
suffered their first loss of the year.
The loss to a strong Mount Holyoke
team brought the final seasonal
record to 9-1.
In post-season play, the women
traveled to meet Tufts in the semi-
finals of the New England Athletic
Conference (NIAC) tournament.
The game, between two well-
matched teams, went into double
overtime and then a sudden death
overtime and ended in a win for
Tufts with a score of 2-1.
The Mount Holyoke game,
played last Monday, ended with a
final score of 3-2. The first half, ac-
cording to the Trinity Coach, Karen
Erlandson, "didn't even look like
Trinity soccer." Holyoke scored in
the beginning of the first half. The
second Holyoke goal came later in
the first half due to a defensive
breakdown on the part of Trinity.
Coming back from the half-time
break, Trinity began to play
"Trinity soccer." Right in the
beginning of the second half, Criss
Leydecker scored on an assist from
Randi Stempler. Holyoke scored
again, but Cynthia Hunter quickly
came back for Trin to score on an
assist from Annie Martin. This
brought the score to 3-2, and al-
though Trinity dominated the game
during the second half, the first half
deficit was not overcome.
Defensively, Jeanne Monnes
played in her usual style, stopping
shots on goal. Polly Lavery, Laura
Couch, and Beth Shipley also con-
tributed to the Trin defense.
Erlandson believes the loss may
have benefited the team in two
ways. The pressure for next year's
team would be a lot to Overcome if
they went into the season with an
wmm
undefeated record from the
previous year. Also, as Trinity
headed to the NIAC tournament,
they no longer were up against a no-
loss experience.
In the semi-final round of the
NIAC tournament, Trinity was up
against a very strong Tufts team.
The entire game was played well by
both teams and they were a good
match as shown by the overtime
play necessary to end the game with
a final score of 2-1 and a victorious
Tufts team.
In the first five minutes of the
game, Tufts scored on a straight,
low shot right into the goal. The
rest of the firsOhalf was back and
forth up the field, with both teams
playing strong soccer.
In the first five minutes of the
second half, Criss Leydecker scored
for Trinity on a cross from
Adrienne Merjian. Again, the ball
went back and forth up the field
with no scoring. Contributing to tHe
trin defense was Prudence Home,
Polly Lavery, and Karen Rodgers,
as well as goalie Jeanne Monnes.
Regular play ended in a tie score
of 1-1. The game then went into two
ten minute overtime periods.
Neither team scored, so the game
then went into sudden death over-
time. In the sudden death period,
the goalies couldn't use their hands
and the first team to score would be
the winner.
During the sudden death period,
Karen Rodgers and two Tufts
players collided resulting in
Rodgers' spraining her knee. Short-
ly after the collision, Tufts scored
to end the game with a score of 2-1.
In the other semi-final game,
Bowdoin defeated Mount Holyoke.
At press time, the results of the
final between Tufts and Bowdoin
was not known.
Trinity will lose some very
valuable team members to gradua-
tion. Tri-captains Polly Lavery,
Minnie Mahoney, and Annie Mar-
tin will be missed as well as the ser-
vices of Beth Shipley. However,
soccer must continue, so that the
remaining talented players, and
there are many judging from the
young players who saw a lot of
playing time this year, plus the new
freshmen, will attempt to surpass
the achievements of the 1981 squad,
The NIAC crown eluded the
team this year, nevertheless they did
post a commendable 9-2 record.
The original goal of at least a .500
finish was quickly achieved.
Last year in the first year as a var-
sity sport, the team went 3-4-1, now
the team nearly went undefeated.
This year the women's team went
far beyond what could be dubbed
"good," and will stand in the






aeniot tri-captain Minnie Mahoney boots the ball in her last appearance for Trinity.
pholo by Fritz M .n z o n
byHoward Sadlnsky
There was nothing holding back
the Harriers on Saturday. The
squad knew that they had to finish
respectfully in their last race of the
season. Running at Clark Univer-
sity, the Harriers outpaced all three
of their opponents — Clark, Bab-
son, andTunxis Colleges. The team
gave it their all as they finished in a
cloud of dust ahead of the other
teams, and mastered the 6.2 mile,
10 kilometer, course.
The course was extremely hilly
and started off on the bottom of a
long hill. The beginning of the race
was slow, but the squad soon began
to pick up pace. The runners ran in-
to a little excitement as they ran
around a corner smack into the
middle of an accident. There were
sirens blasting, people crying, and
an overturned car. The runners
were then forced to run underneath
a spraying fire hose.
Trinity took charge right from
the beginning as the first five run-
ners led the race and ran together
for the first half of the Harrier
course. Trin runner Stephen Tall
and Chris Chisholm of Tunxis tied
for first place with a good time of
33:27. Robert Rasmussen, a Trin
senior, finished a spectacular third
place having his best race of the
season. Dave Moughaltan, John
Arbolino, Steve Klots, and Dave
Barry and Greg DeMarco all
finished in the top 12 clinching the
win for Trinity.
The remaining Harriers all
finished with admirable times.
These dedicated runners whe
fought through tough practices and
grueling races have individually im-
proved their times and should be
recognized for their fine efforts
throughout the season. They are
senior captains Doug Brooks and
Matt Smith, junior Oren Miller,
and freshmen Doug Williams and
Joe Wire. Also on the Harrier team,
but not running in the race wei»
senior Bert Zug and freshmen Dave
O'Donnell, Norman Price, Robert
Hemroes, and Tim Walsh.
The race was a culmination of a
great deal of hard work and good
cotttlnned on page 14
